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There're only a few positions still
open for next year at Student
Publications. If you want to get
involved apply for:
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before they close on noon Friday, March 30.
Our lovely offices are on the 2nd floor SUB.

can us at 884-2990.

G

it's the ...

Okay, once again, this is the Cord Weekly, it's March 29, and the news
section is...different. Theme-oriented, if you will. The theme this time
out is 'What's wrong/right at Laurier.' I'm still your host, Jonathan
Stover, and the Associate News Editor is still Keri Downs. And yes, indeedy, it has been quite a year. A year of villainy and sacrifice, of
drinking and carousing, of reading and attending class (but only sometimes), of angst and excitement and just plain wackiness. So sit back,
relax (you too, Dr. Weir -- there aren't many criticisms of you in this
week) pop open a bottle of fermented goat's milk and let the games begin!
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Greed works at Laurier

Why don't w-e give a shit?
PAT BRETHOUR

Judgment Day
The partial theme of this
week's news section is
"What's wrong with Laurier?"
There are a number of articles,
dealing with everything from
WLUSU to WLUSP to the administration. All of these are
legitimate targets, but the
problems of each can be traced
to one source.
Students.
But, you say, how can all
of Laurier's problems be
blam~d on its students? The

answer is simple -- we don't
give a shit.
If we gave a shit, we
wouldn't have to line up for
registration every spring and
fall. We'd have a computerized system, like any
modem university should.
If we gave a shit, we'd
make sure we had an Ombudsman, to deal fairly with
student complaints. Instead,
we have a convoluted and
tortuous appeal process that
gives every advantage possible
to the faculty and the adminis-

Origin9l Taco
Soft Taco
Bean Burrito
Nacho ChiPs with Salsa
Cinnamon Twists

.

FIVE GREAT CHOICES. ALL DAY EVERY DAY.

rw

TACO~ 'BELL.
85 UNNERSITY AVE. E.

tration, and none at all to the
students.
If we gave a shit, we'd
refuse to pay a nickel for a
package of goddamned crackers. Instead, we would demand
Food Services gave us quality
food, for a reasonable price -without any of this fucking
nickel and diming.
If we gave a shit, we'd
protest at the rate tuitions are
rising, even while services
decrease. Look at McGill University. Their tuitions are
being raised from $690 to
$970, a 45 per cent increase
after a 20 year freeze. Incensed, they protested, they
stormed council meetings -they cared.
Look at us. Our tuition has
increased 66% over the last
seven years -- during which
time Laurier's budget surplus
went steadily up, and the quality of services went steadily
down. Do we protest, hold rallies, do anything? No.
We just don't give a shit.
Consider the times this
year when we did rouse ourselves out of our stupor, and
look at what we did. The
Fisher incident is a prime example.
Although The Cord broke
the story, numerous letters of
protest, combined with the administration's awareness of
growing student anger, was
surely a factor in Jim Fisher's
apology to Core E.
Look at the near strike in
March, when Laurier students
came dangerously close to tak-

ing a stand. With "Parity Laurier students don't have
Now" buttons proliferating what it takes.
around campus, John Weir and
But we '11 rationalize, of
WLUFA reached an accom- course. We're in university,
modation. Could the spectre of we have a heavy workload.
students condemning the ad- The hard truth remains this:
ministration on television inWe allow ourselves to be
fluenced the outcome of the victims through our apathy.
negotiations? Is there any We're the accomplices in our
doubt?
own exploitation. It J! our
But, unfortunately, these fault.
two instances of near-activism
The only people we hun
are the exceptions that prove through our lack of caring is
ourselves. By refusing to be·
the rule.

We allow ourselves
to be victims through
our apathy.
The apathetic rule is in full
force at WLUSU, where the
V.P.: University Affairs was
acclaimed, for the second year
in a row. Look at this year's
vote, where less than 25 p'er
cent of students voted. Marvel
at how this could be considered a high turnout!
Apathy is also the rule as
far as on-campus events go.
Winter Carnival, Peace Day,
International Women's Day-the list is endless. As a group,
we just don't care about anything outside of our own immediate existence. Ivan
Boesky's maxim "Greed is
good: Greed works" is well
entrenched at Laurier. If commitment is what's needed,

come involved, we deny our·
selves what is rightfully ours.
Denied is the right to the end
of a bottom-line mentality on
the part of the administration.
Denied is the right to the end
of sexism on our campus.
Denied is the right to class
sizes where real learning is
possible. Denied is the right to
go to a school that deserves
the name university.
All of these things, and
more, are possible if we shake
off our apathy and stand to·
gether. None of them are ever
possible if we do not.
Dr. Weir is the symptom,
not the problem.
And you are the cure.
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your scorecard

improvement in secin attendance and
while he was in the
his office hours in the
monung, therefore it was posfor Cord staff to get the
Record sports section
whenever it arrived.
WLU~U

election -- Walters'
puaest responsibility -- was
handled very poorly; shifted
to Melissa Blease,
Returning Officer.
his stands on WLUSU
seemed to be affected
personal prejudice -- a StuPublications attempt to
add a referendum to the
WLUSU election to increase
yearbook services was
thwarted by admimstrative
boondoggles which Walters
was primarily responsible for.
VIce-president: Marketing

Scott Vandenberg:
Good:
he has organized a department that can almost run itself.
while not always inspired,
most WLUSU marketing

Dr. Don Morgenson (Psychology) was the first winner of WLUSU's new
Laurier Students' Choice Awards, to honour the best professor as chosen by
students each year. From left to right·· VP: University Affairs Stuart Lewis,
Dr. Morgenson, and WLUSU Researcher Sabine Lecki. (Pat Frenchy Photo)
campaigns have been aboveaverage in promoting the Students' Union's activities.
Bad:
- wasn't involved enough in
early stages of marketing of
Turret opening, then complained about the process after
it was a fait accompli.
- never did get a consistent
quality-check put in place for
spelling mistakes in WLUSU
advertisements.

Vice-president Student Activities Keith Donaldson:
Good:
- surely the nicest person at
WLUSU with the exception of
receptionist Linda Lippert
(who, as an aside, gets an unreserved A++ in our books as
best receptionist/holdertogether-of-WLUSU going)

Bad:
stance, he decided at one point
- the way Keith has done his that Student Publications'
job this year, it might as well funding should be cut off for
be eliminated. Marie going over budget, despite the
Gilkinson did almost every- fact that WLUSU~itseJf~is
thing, and what she didn't do, working on a 20,000 budget
the various committees overrun. Gosh, uncle Shafeeq,
nominally under Keith -- the shouldn't WLUSU be shut
Orientation committee etc., down for a week or two as
etc.-- did.
well?
- like many of his predecesVice-president Finance sors, he thinks he is second-inShafeeq Bhatti:
command only to Strathdee -Good:
and acts accordingly at times.
- will be back next year to give
some stability to the position Student Publications Presiwhere, more than any other, dent Mark Hand:
incompetence can't be over- Good:
come by the efforts of others.
- didn't attempt to return to the
- can't be criticized for his post, as he suggested he would
handlings of WLUSU do in mid-January. Hand's
finances.
talents definitely lie in the

Bad:

- somewhat hypocritical in his
financial decisions -- for in-

Continued on page 6

GRAD PHOTOS
JOSTENS will be back on Campus
April 9th,l Oth,ll th/1990 Rm2005/2013
232 King St. 8:30 to 4:30p.m.
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y Laurier sucks so bad
BILL NEEDLE
Dead but Still Verbose
What's good and/or bad
about Laurier?
What sort of a tacky fucking theme is that, Stover?
Whatdja do -- think it up in the
middle of a bender of something?
You goddarnned news guys
are all the same. Think you're
so bloody smart. I mean, it's
bad enough I'm dead, but then
you phone me up and ask me
this shit. It's bloody humiliating, it is. I've got better things
to do with my time. Like
drink. And make eyes at
Cleopatra. And drink some
more.

All right, all right. Invoke
my goddamned sense of duty,
willya? Screw duty, especially
to this rag. Barely fit for wrapping fish in, I say.
And you know, it's true (as
an aside) -- there are a bunch
of Catholics here in Hell who
got sent down 'cause they ate
meat on Fridays before the
papal order was revoked or
God changed His mind or
whatever the Hell happens
when the Roman Catholic
Church changes its rules on
something. Anyway, they're a
big mournful group.
Digression over, already!
My list, you sodding grave
robber, and I hope you and the

readers and the whole bloody
staff choke on it, and cough up
bloody phlegm besides! I've
earned my goddamned rest!
And it's all wrongs, 'cause
that's the kinda fella I am! Especially dead!
1. The condom machine
still doesn't work in the Turret.
2. The Aird Building looks
like a bad set from a worse
science fiction movie about
Nazi stewardesses addicted to
sex with Schnauzers or something.
3. The food in the Torque
Room and the Dining Hall
tastes like regurgitated dog
puke.

4. The service in Wilf's is
so slow you could skrog someone on the floor right after you
order, and be a father and/or
mother before the bloody
drink arrives.
5. Stuart Lewis's hair is
covered in Vaseline, and the
condoms he hands out break
when ya use 'em.
6. There isn't any full frontal nudity in The Cord Weekly.
7. The Library is fucking
pathetic in its selection of
books, and you're not allowed
to light up a cigarette after you
skrog in one of the cubicles
anymore.
8. The WLUSU elevator

YOUR 1989 INCOME TAX RETURN

makes funny noises, and will
probably send ten drunk
wankheads or thirty cases of
beer (take your pick) to a wet
and horrible end someday
soon.
9. Instead of smelling like
tobacco smoke, the TV
Lounge now smells infinitely
better -- that is, the fucking ancient couches and rug now exude the lovely combined
odours of old farts and stinky
bum sweat. Bloody good for
your lungs, that!
10. I am dead, and thus no
longer able to light up the
campus like a shining beacon
of truth, a veritable lighthouse
of knowledge and goodness.
Yeah, bugger that.
Get out, you weenies.
You're starting to stink.

WLUSU
WHERE CAN I GO FOR HELP
WITH MY TAX RETURN?

expenses guide, a guide for pensions
and one for new Canadians, to name a
few. Check the list in your General
Guide. If there's one you need, contact
your District Taxation
Office or call the special
"request for forms" number
listed there.

PEOPLE

At tax time, many people have questions
about how to complete
their return and what information slips to include.
The first place to look for
answers is the General Tax
Guide that comes with your
retur~. It giv~s you step-by-

~~e~
~~~~;~~{~~~~ps.
But if you still have

WHY SHOULD I FILL

QUES110NS

OUT THE

GREEN FORM?

The proposed Goods
& Services Tax
.
.'
now before Parliament, has two ma1n
objectives: to make Canada more com-

quest1ons, Revenue
Canada offers a
· t f
.
t h
vane Y 0 services 0 e1P you.
I A'T KIND OF SERVICES
WIl.tn
ARE AVAILABLE?

Revenue Canada offers phone enquiry
services with extended hours during the
peak tax return weeks. Check the back
pages in your General Guide for numbers
and hours in your region. For people
who require special assistance, there's a
program in which volunteers, trained by
Revenue Canada personnel, help those
who can't leave their home. There's
a special toll-free number listed in the
General Guide for people with hearing
disabilities, using a Telephone Device for
the Deaf, and there are audio and large
print guides for those who require them.

WHAT GUIDES DO I NEED?
Revenue Canada produces a variety of
special guides for people with different
income situations. There's an employment

petitive and to improve the fairness of
the tax system for all Canadians. The plan
includes a new credit to offset part or all
of the tax for lower or modest income
households. To find out if you qualify, fill
out the green form that comes with
your 1989 tax package. Even if you don't
have to pay income tax, it's important
that you send in the green.form. If you
qualify for the Goods & Services Tax
Credit, you could receive credit cheques
every three months, starting this
December 1990.

WHAT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?
Check your General Tax Guide. It has
most of the answers you'll need. If
you still have questions, contact your
local District Taxation Office by phone
or in person, and talk to the people
at Revenue Canada Taxation .
They're People with Answers.

Continued from page 5
creative end of newspapers.
- easily the nicest person at
• Student Publications.
Bad:
- made Ronald Reagan look
like Franklin Delano
Roosevelt. On uppers, even.
Summation:
In toto, it was a decent year
for WLUSU. The President
was stronger than last year's,
as were the VPs: Marketing,
Finance and University Af.
fairs. The Turret got done, and
Student Publications got
dumped on.
But next year's guys·· hey,
we '11 be watching, as always.
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Wilfrid Laurier gender conscious
10 restdence, seminars
king with your land~'ldy, on signing a lease.
1some course selection
1110n with department
datory courses and
ts for favourite profcs11\d inltresting courses? Or
lling services for career
tions, and for future
mCitnct on GMAT and LSAT.
nts could get to see the
pus, and register l!arly to
hassles in the r!,;i~trarS of-

But most importantly, there
hould be Henlth and Safety
minars on sexual a~.>ault
.-eness, Wend-do seminars for
women, and some focus provided
on the whys and wherefores of
how people making the jump to
adullhood should relate to one anocher when it comes to matters of
noc only love and lust, but as
uzens of a campus where everyone should malce an effort to treat
one another like human beings,
and not as "the guy/girl I fucked
during Frosh Week/after the Turret one night/after a floor
party/etc." There are guys on
campus who, in all seriousness,
nickname women-in-general
dirties' - and there arc women
who let them. We've got to shape
up, because we are the future.
This whole weekend could
tum out to be a money making

venture if there was to be a fee
charged to cover all expenses.
And wouldn't we look good in
the eyes of all those parents
entrusting their sons and
daughters to WLU.
Once students are officially
enrolled it becomes increasingly
hard to get them all together to
discuss gender issues. Perhaps
each faculty should have a nonsexist language style guide that
they may use when teaching, and
then should be issued to all students for essay and reference purposes. The study of women, and
their roles in each faculty should
be discussed and integrated into

appreciate some input -- and
maybe just a little university cash
-- from you, Dr. Weir. As in
man' ' other things -- the Quality
of L~fe Survey, various Laurier
cultural events -- the university
administration appears to be
making sure that it puts no mo!ley
or work into a project while simultaneously getting ready to
bask in whatever reflected media
glory comes its way when a
Women's Centre is finally established. Well, Dr. Weir, it is time
to walk the walk, and not just talk
the talk.
WLUSU should be hosting
more theme weeks geared

Isn't sex supposed to be
about caring, and mutual fun,
and respect? But at WLU...
towards sexuality, not just sexual
assault. How about providing a
reading list, or starting a library
that could include books on student activism? WLUSU should
also stop printing and stop distribution on all their pamphlets on
Dating Etiquette. The section of
prevention of sexual assault
points the finger at women -- it's
all aimed at what women

each class each semester. For example -- women in John Keats'
poetry, women in macroeconomics, etc. etc.
The administration should be
helping the few students and faculty who are trying to form a
Women's Centre instead of waiting around for someone else to do
all the leg work. We're getting
pretty bogged down, and we'd
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steps if we take this bold step into
a new age of sexual liberation.
Isn't sex supposed to be about
sharing, about mutual fun, about
respect? We can't apply band-aid
solutions -- we've got to change
the way we think and feel about
one another.
And gosh, then, -- wouldn't
university be fun again and safe
too?

··"·
SALE

WATERLOO
465rllillip St. at Albert

shouldn't do so as not to
'provoke' men. Another more
suitable pamphlet should be made
up as soon as possible.
The position of Safety and
Equality Commissioner should be
divided again so that both jobs
could be done more effectively.
Men's Groups and seminars dealing with the changing roles of
men and women should be
promoted and perhaps even
organized by WLUSU.
Of course, better day care
facilities, a condom machine in
the Turret that works, and free
birth control pills from Health
Services would all be necessary
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Laurier: a pretty good place to waste time
JILL CLEAVER
News Perkiness
Since I am in my last
month of my last year here at
Laurier, it seems fitting to talk
about what's made me smile
about Laurier over the years.
And what's made me
angrier than hell too, of
course.
Laurier is like a small town
to me. It is appropriately
referred to as 'the high school
on the hill', and that's exactly
what it reminds me of -- my
high school. Just like in high
school, whenever you walk
down the hall, or through the
concourse, there's someone
you know to say "Hi" to.
More over, everyone is
friendly at Laurier. You're not
treated like a number, as at
some universities I know.
However, Laurier is so full
of political rigamorole it's not
funny. Just when you think
there's finally an issue that
makes sense, someone has to
jump in and mess it up.
In short, the simplest things
are made difficult at Laurier,
like trying to get registered.
WLU certainly does stand for
WE LINE UP. You learn that
in first year.
How long can it possibly
take to sign up for five
courses? We're not talking

hours, we're talking days.
Besides that, Laurier has
only one other small problem
area: the counselling. Other
than the odd helpful person in
career services and the

Registrar's office we're basically in deep trouble in this
department.
I think I spent threequarters of my university
career wondering if I actually

had all the right credits to
graduate, I'm still n~t sure and
graduation is only two months
away.
Basically Laurier is a pretty
good place to waste (oops, I

mean spend) three years of
your life.
Goodbye, farewell, and I
hope to never need to see you
again.

Parking: the impossible dream!
KERIDOWNS
News Poesy

By then your own kid will have joined a
sorority.

If you come to Laurier
And if you have a car,
Expect to be parking
From campus quite far.

If you hope to find a space on Bricker,
You better get there even quicker
Than the other 500 who search in vain
"Parking at Laurier sure is a pain!"

Activities? Many there are at our school,
Except you must follow the one golden rule.
You are free at Laurier to make your own mark,
But one thing you can't do on the campus is
park.

Now, if you park on a nearby street,
Certainly chalk lines you will meet.
Drawn dutifully upon your wheels by cops
Who three hours later will tow without stops.

Campus security strolling the lot,
Counting the number of illegal cars he's got.
You must squelch an urge to tell h1m to "stick
it",
Because you just noticed he wrote you a ticket.
Students are many, spaces are few
This parking problem is certainly not new.
Administration says it's their next priority,

With the new contract, the truck is so near
"Can be there in 5 minutes, never you fear!"
Tickets are passe, warnings obsolete,
Just get used to parking somewhere on King
Street.

Call
too.

On
then.
For
democr
tacks 01
improp1

The moral is plain, and you cannot miss tt,
If you have a car leave it home and dismiss it.
For if you park it on campus one day,
There is a great chance tt will be towed away.
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ms close to home
both people skills and competence at the ABCs of the job
you're hiring, it's hard to justify hiring the EIC when the
leader of the most economically/militarily powerful country
in the world is elected ... and
where the leader of that coun~> Edltor-ln-Orlef (who try is criticized, not because
IIIII a mucb of the stu- the people chose wrong, but
,• • .aaey 11 the WLUSU because the secret small comfarUeat) Ia hired by five mittees of the United States
J111111e (DOl a larger number threw forth candidates who
.a t; IIJ• .even because, as I were so similar, defeating the
- IDid with a straight face heart of democracy with their
11J- Cord staff member, shadow meritocracy.
llperlenc:e has shown that
Look -- the WLUSU elec1'1 lllpoaible to coordinate tion was shoddily run, but
. . . . . IeVeil people together." Stuart Lewis was at least
AIL
chosen in the same fashion as
Tile 1e110ns against elect- the leaders of most countries
Ill lbe Ediror-ln-Orlef (most are nowadays, elected in a free
Oilier atuclent newspapers in election. In terms of knowing
Cl-'a. Including the largest what it takes to be a good EIC,
IlDdeii newspaper, the U of T a 'free' election by all students
Vlllity, elect their EICs) are might not serve the right purplllly said to be this -- that pose, but an election by everylbe pneral Cord staff isn't one who has had something to
IIJie 10 make as good a deci- do with the Cord that year, by
aioD 11 tbe five people on a everyone who is both a freeldrlDa committee would. An thinking individual and some•Informed decision".
one who knows what goes into
Not that I'd attack any creating a newspaper seems
aiqle hiring committee, but only .. .fair?
wbell you're dealing with a
After all, anyone can
polldon which must possess potentially gain Cord staff
prchy at that, in many
Or, ia abort. the only
.... wilD • dcc:led are the
wilD can probably be
10 be elected -..-lw officers of the
me plaident and
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status, simply by writing or
taking pictures or helping with
production, and by being concerned enough on the political
end to attend our weekly staff
meetings. It seems only ... shall
we say, fair, just and proper
that those who've taken the
time to be a large part of the
Cord should be able to vote
on the newspaper's most important position. And that, in
tum, voting should be held for
all the other paid positions -for news editor and entertainment editor and everything
else.
As Winston Churchill once
said, democracy is a horrible
system of govemment ...but it
is also the best system of
government we have, because
it is better on average to put
your trust in the many than in
the few. Biases are often
ironed out, and those who care
most are usually around to
vote. Much evil can be done
behind closed doors, where
one skilful voice can sway the
necessary votes. Democracy is
better because, quite simply.
many people are smarter than
few.
WLUSU is sick in many
ways.
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Look -- you people who
are coming back next year had
better come up here. Because
it's all coming apart, all the
tenets of free speech and free
forums that, in some part of
my heart, I hold above almost
everything else. To admit that
Bruce Hodges may have been
right when he tried to implement the Atrium as a newspaper -- do you know how much
that hurts me?
We have failed you. We
couldn't even take the time
this year to see if, as WLUSU
President Al Strathdee once
asked, you actually want the
WLUer, or the Desk Blotter,
or the Directory-as-is. We
have become lazy. We don't
give a shit, who have to.
We have become corrupt,
and you're the only ones who
can save this thing which was
once, I think, as noble as anything which exists on the
earth. It was a Newspaper
once. It can be great once
again.
Make it great.
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We are sicker, because we
are hypocrites about our
politicking.

WE DELIVER
LUNCH & DINNER

-Take-Out and Delivery

894-1515
2399 Kongsway Or (Oil Franklin) Kolehener
363 Kong Str"l North (at Columbia) WaletiOo

• BAR-B.Q Chicken & Ribs
• Wings
• Super Salads, Soup & Sandwiches
• QUICKL

rs PARTY PACK

27 Wonga, Buckel c - Salad.
Bucket VeQQ>e Slteka
Regular V...,_JIH&

.

OMU SZUI

LATE NIGHT AT QUICKLY'S

.,..psrs
'-"' ...•

DOUBLE ORDER
of

JUMBO WINGS
T.G.'s Great Jumbo Wings

~

lllve
-lla\VLUSU

-;Apd12at4

$6 • 99

~~

0~

regulllr price

$10.95

Mon through Sun.
10 p.m. to closing

offer val/4

-----------------------Coupon Redeemable For
1 Free Delivery

..

~-~-·
~~,Jj
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~

--

valid on orders of $20 or more

One coupon per visit.
not valid in cambination with ott. offers
1 COupOn per visit

.....
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Addicted to disaster
LIZASARDI

News DisasterMongering
With acknowledgement to the works of
Anne Wilson Schaef

Our society is deteriorating. Look around you.
We have corruption in
government. We fear that our
children are prey to monsters
hidden behind the faces of our
priests or the sweet little old
lady next door. Jim and
Tammy have swindled thousands. Our planet is being
destroyed by acid rain and pollution. People everywhere are
tom apart by war and disease
and starvation.
And what do we do?
We
respond
with
widespread malaise. Apathy
and depression have come to
represent adjustment. And
rather than changing we have
become conservative, complacent and defensive of the
status quo.
Society depends upon inequality, racism, apathy and
corruption to maintain the existing status quo. That status
quo is one where white-maleupper-middle class are
synonymous with power and
influence. This does not mean
individuals, but rather a system which is supported by

.poth men and women, by
people of all races. We all help
to perpetuate this world wide
system. This system runs our
governments, courts, churches,
schools and economy.
The solution for many of
these problems has become an
addiction that keeps us unaware of what is going on inside and around us. An addiction can be defined as any process over which we are powerless. We lie about it, and we
will not give it up.
Addictions free us from
anger, pain, depression and
even joy or love. They dull our
awareness and intuition. The
process of addiction is institutionalized. The whole process of information intake and
response is distorted and
dulled. Addicts are dependent,
feel powerless, lack self confidence, and cannot take responsibility for their lives.
There are a variety of addictions that all alter moods,
'take the edge off' or give a
quick fix. They all avoid dealing with ones's inner feelings.
These include alcohol, drugs,
nicotine, caffeine or food. You
can also be process addicted
by gambling, sex, work,

Integrated C
By Donald

With more activities like International Women's Day, Laurier's spirit might
be rekindled like a phoenix from the ashes. (John Bigbooties photo)
worry, or religion -- the last
appropriately dubbed "the
opiate of the masses" by Karl
Marx.
How do these addictions
affect us at Laurier? Sooner or
later we will all graduate and

Bright-eyed
26TH ANNIVERSARY
USED BOOK SALE

head out into the wide world.
Bright-eyed and bushy-tailed,
idealistic and energized, we
are ready for whatever comes.
You will work for an organization whose motto is productivity, profit or service, but
whose goal is to preserve the
status quo, and to make you
conform. It may have already
happened. How did an
employer react when you
didn't do something their
way?
What makes companies
manufacture drugs of
questionable medical value?
Why does Tide manufacture a

FRIDAY MARCH 30
NOON TILL 9:00PM
SATURDAY MARCH 31
9:00AM TILL 1:00PM
AT

THE FIRST UNITED CHURCH
KING and WILLIAM ST.
WATERLOO, ONT.

phosphate free detergent, but
still produce and distribute
their regular harmful brand of
Tide? Who would market a
'feminine hygiene' spray?
Why is it that the president of
the United States can't sleep
around, but he can sell arms
and fuck around his country?
Why can't we even trust
priests with our children any
longer?
It is in our institutions, in
the educational system as a

Lost ethics
whole. It's inherent. We all
pass it on when frosh come in.
From all different backgrounds they fit into the
Laurier mold. Did you know
that Business Ethics is not a
required course for business
students? It's not even a business course but rather it's in
the Philosophy department.
If something is wrong we

tell ourselves that it's not our
fault. We cannot make things
right. Someone else will have
to do it for us. If you become
caught up in the existing system you will feel powerless. It
interferes with your under·

Breakdown
standing. Society will break
you, it hasn't already. You
will soon be caught up in the
Yuppie rat race for wealth and
material possessions where
you will not think twice about
marketing a product that is
harmful to the ozone layer or
discriminating on the basis of
race, colour or creed.
W.B. Yeats said it best··
everywhere, the ceremony of
innocence is drowned in
blood.
And we may not get it
back.

SAN FRANCES
33 University Ave. E.

Large Pizza
only $12.99
• 3 ITEMS • FOUR COKES

FREE DELIVERY

SALAD $2 00

MONDAY
NIGHTS ONL v.~....,.....

-

LASAGNA
SPAGHETn
GNOCCHI
RAVIOU

Ol•ves

-

Soup $1 50

PANZEROTTI $3.50

EAT -IN • DRIVE-THRU • TAKE-OUT
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$3.26
$3.30
$3.16
$3.16
$3.16
Sweet - Medium - Hot

VEAL
STEAK
SAUSAGE
MEATBALL
COLD CUTS
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PIZZA SLICES - $1.95
14 INCH PIZZA - $8.41
INCLUDES: Mezzarella Cheese and
our famous Pizza Sauce
Extra Items: S .75 each
Ingredients: Pepperoni, mushrooms, green
pepper~. salami,
onions, olives, bacon, anchovies, tomatoes.
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ud make for a good case
formal committee for a special
night to make up for a hard
week •s work.
I really don't know what else

to tell you about integrated case
but I must admit, I can't explain
what happened, it must be experienced. To those who've done it,

it was everything you said it was.
To those who will do it, good
luck, you'll need it.

No, it's not a joke
The program will be financed from the contriIn a meeting this past Tuesday, SBE Reps, clubs
presidents and other involved SBE students unani- butions of SBE full time students (including
mously agreed to address the S.B.E. deficiencies Honours B.A. Economics, Business Administraoutlined in last week's business section. No it's not tion, and full-time S.B.E. diploma students), alumni
the joke issue yet. But in the meeting, Dean Murray gifts and by employers of graduates and co-op stuannounced the initiation of a program (to be later dents through matching contributions. The matchvoted on) that would, in fact, correct most of the ing contributions will constitute of employers
problems related to the lack of computer skills donating the equivalent of the student donations for
among Business Students, as reported in last the students they hire. It is estimated that approxiweek's Business Section "SBE is not all that it mately 60% of all employers will take part in this
could be". by Todd James.
program. Equipment purchases can also be
The program, called "Resources For Electronic leveraged by extra bonuses tossed in by brand name
Education Support (R-FEES), is a voluntary student suppliers.
con\ribu\ion 'Qtov,tam \ha\. "\~an inve~tmen\. in SBE
l{ \he 'QtO?,tam v,oes \hiou~h, a Funmnv, Counc\\.
~n\S' iu\\ltes" . Un~et \h\s 'QtO~tam, iu\\-\.ime w\\\ "be ionnoo w\\ere " sm~en\S \\ave \he malon\.~
stu~ents o{ the S.B.E. wou\~ be requ\roo \.o conuo\ over \he money" . The counc\\. w\\\ consist
voluntarily contribute $50 per term ($100 per year) of all SBE club presidents, the Chair of the Presito a fund that would "upgrade electronic and teach- dents' Council, an elected student, two Alumni reping equipment in SBE.
resentatives, two outside representatives from the
Quoting the article from last week's issue, Dean business community, the Dean of SBE-(as Chair),
Murray said "Most will agree that Laurier's com- and two SBE Faculty members (one from Business
puter infrastructure is weak when it comes to per- one from economics).
'
sonal computers ... The technology is so subThe $100 student contribution per year will be
standard that many of the packages that could be v~luntary and students who opt out of the program,
taught can't, due to the weakness in our hardware will be allowed a full refund of their money. The
facilities." Murray said that "students require cut- attendants at the meeting generally conferred that a
ting edge equipment, software and advanced referendum should be held early next year, when
presentation resources." The competitive advantage the students have been given enough time to be inin the job market, lies in "how much experience formed about the issue.
with the new computer tools (the student has)".

eans unemployment for co-ops
Jlalllfed the decision to

time last year, he adds, "I'm confident that close to 100% of students will find a job ... ".
The students are not so sw·e.
With only a month remaining to
find a placement and only two
students placed since March 15,
some are wondering about the

$410 fee paid upon entry into the
program.
One student is upset that the
fee is not refundable, "It seems to
me you should have the option ...
to get a large proportion of it
back. The whole idea is to get a
job." Another explained why they

had paid the fee, "I was hoping to
get a job which would pay more
... a job more related to what I
wanted to do ... that has not been
provided."
Other students are unsure if
they have gotten their money's

continued on 15
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March 30

'Dr. 'Io6y 'Wa[[ speaf(jng on 'J{aving a :Fit: 'Iamiae Society:
Matcfiing 'Emp{oyee 'Training to Your Car·Pu6 1{.af{y $5 per team
Computer·'Basea 'Iecfino{ogy· 4-5:30pm !}{arry 'llantferveen 74 7-3799
P1025/27 ~servations witfi Caro{e
Litwi!kr ei'(t. 2662
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is not guaranDirector ack"There's a perIl. ilplicilly. that they will
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now than at this

Sma[{ tJ3usiness Consu{ting Service
fllpp{ications aue fo r Consu{tants
Marica in P2038

'Iamiae Presents Last .9ll£-Year 'Biz 'Basfi
8:00pm at tlie rrurret. ~a[[y, no f(UUing!
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$800/head and Reagan tells jokes
Last Friday at the Sheraton
Centre in Toronto, some of the
world's most outspoken business
leaders spoke abo ut the
"Globalization of Markets" at enRoute' s Outlook 2000 conference. The event, closed to the
public, was sponsored by enRoute card. Approximately 250
top executives paid up to $800
each to attend the event and most
agreed that they got their
money's worth.
But also in attendance was
yours truly and photographer
Howard Bellinger. We managed
to scam our way to the event as
members of the press - you can
do that if you work for the Cord!
Aside from rubbing shoulders
with the top international business reporters from the Globe and
Mail and the Financial Post, we
managed to walk away with our

own complementary leather clipboards (approximate retail value
$80) and some free grub to boot.
Four seminars were held
throughout the day, "The Direction of the Canadian Economy
Over the Next Decade" , "Europe
1992 - Market Globalization",
"North American Views on
Globalization", and "Opening up
New Markets in the Soviet Bloc
Countries". The event was moderated by Peter C. Newman,
Senior Contributing Editor of
Maclean's.
Other speakers included
David G. Vice (Vice-Chairman,
Products & Technology Northern
Telecom Ltd. and Chairman of
the Canadian Manufacturers' Association), Gordon Ritchie (Chief
Executive Officer of Strategicon
Inc. and former Deputy Chief
Trade Negotiator for the Free

Trade Agreement), J. David Rae
(President of Apple Canada Inc.),
Christopher Waddell (Associate
Editor, Globe & Mail), Rupert
Pennant-Rea (Editor-in-Chief of
The Economist), Marshall "Mickey" Cohen (President and CEO of
The Molson Companies Ltd.),
Brian Mulroney, Ronald Reagan,
Gary M. Lynch (President and
CEO of enRoute Card International), Strobe Talbott (Editor-atLarge, Time Magazine), Thomas
J. Bata (Chairman, Bata Limited),
Dezso J. Horvath (Dean, Faculty
of Administrative Studies, York
University), Carl E. Beigie (Chief
Economist of McLean McCarthy
Limited), Andrew Sarlos
(Chairman of Andrew Sarlos and
Associates Limited and Deputy
Chairman of the Central European Development Corporation).
The discussion for the

afternoon was quite intense, and
somewha t innovative.
The
speakers took much liberty from
conventional ideas in international business, with small exception.

tant Free Trade Agreement.
Mulroney, who had just come
back from a trip to Mexico, suggested, as did others, that the
nineties will possibly see a triad

if you liave the money to huy a car, it wil£ ta{(g. ten years to
ortfer it. 'We[{, there was tfiis Soviet wfio fuu{ enougfi ltWney to
6uy a car. ~n tfie salesman toCtf fiim to come 6ack_in ten years,
tfie Soviet respontfetf, 'momino or afternoon'. ''Whats th.e aif·
ference • tfie salesman respontfetf, 'it '{{. 6e in ten years·. 'We{{' said
tfie Soviet, •tfie pCum6er s camino in tfie morning.·
J4.nc{

When a sked what they
thought of Reagan and Mulroney's speeches , most in attendance commented that it was
mostly publicity rubbish and that
they didn't come to hear either
leader speak, they were clearly in
attendance to hear the others
speak. Reagan and Mulroney
basically complemented each
other for establishing an impor-

agreement between Canada, U.S.,
and Mexico. Mulroney also put
in a few good words for his party,
mentioning how Canadians have
become more internationally
competitive over the past few
years, thanks to his government's
programs.
Reagan gave the usual yeafor-democracy- I-told- you-soGorby speech. He boldly spoke
about technology bringing up
freedom in the Soviet Union, particularly through increased
telecommunications. Reagan said
that technology has fed the information to individuals, and "information is the oxygen for truth.
He shall know the truth, and the
truth shall set him free".
Reagan further commented on
the poor infrastructure in the
Soviet Union by letting the crowd
in on a joke he told Gorbachev in
their last meeting. Only one in
seven families have cars in the
Soviet, the rest are owned by the
bureaucrats. And if you have the
money to buy a car, it will take
ten years to order it Well, there
was this Soviet who had enough
money to buy a car. When the
salesman told him to come back
in ten years, the Soviet responded
"morning or afternoon". "What's
the difference" the salesman
responded, "it'll be in ten years".
"Well" said the Soviet, "the
plumber's coming in the morning" .

rrTUre are tfiree oth.er artides
about tfie conference topics
scattered tfirougfwut th.e rest of
tfiis section -- enjoy!
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Son1e of Canada's best accounting nllnds
are in the insurance industry.
Ihuu h an.· an intcrest in account in~.'' In n ot co nsid er
a (:areer \\'ith Canada\ property/casu al!\. o r ~en eral
insu rance i nd ust ry~ In bet, th e i ndust r~ o fk- rs a \\' ider
\ariel\ o l career ( iwiccs tha n \<>ll eYe r imagine rl .
\ccountants H'S, bu t also S\ stems a n ahsts. la\\·vcrs.
mana~ers. l o~s pn·,cntion engineers. im estmcnt. .
specialists, itnrst i ~ators. m.trim· und c nHt ters. ana11o11
adjusters and matn more. T h e choice is \Ol trs.
·(;encral insurance is abo .111 industn th,\1 encourages
\Oll to acquire its own Je,ch ol proil'ssion.tl isn~.
.
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Canada . yo u would join a n educated, experienced
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arc just o;omc oft he rc\\·ards \Ull 'II e n jm through a
career in th e propert~ casualt' imurancc in dustr~.
For more in ((>nil at ion, contact I.e-, Dand ri d~e.
IL\ ... \IIC ,\1 The Insurance Institute of Canada.
l~ l l 'niHT~it\ .\wnuc. ()th floor. 'loronto. Ontario
\J,-,(; ~Pl (-+Hi) :1\ll- l :'i/~ Fa:-.: (-IW) ;)\ll - l(i/~ .

Prep courses
for:
June LSAT
June 16th GMAT

(416)
923~PREP

(7737)
Canada's Insurance Professionals
The Graduates o f The Insurance Institute of Canada.

1-800-387-5519
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When is it coming?
'&Aih,... about the cultural differences -- Think Global, but Act Local!
regarding Europe 92, Cohen said
that as a result of the merger "we
now have access to 8000 pubs in
Britain for Canadian Brands".

arpments over the Free Trade
Agreement were not economic,
lhey were all political".
Cohen also re-emphasized
Pennant-Rea's sentiments about
"thinking global, acting local".
"We are becoming more cautious
about the one market theory."
We must beware of local characleristics, local production meth-

enabling globality, we've
thoughy globally, and managed
locally."
In the brewery business in
particular, the Molson's merger,
contrary to popular belief, was
not done to blow away Labatts.
Molsons didn't merge as much
with Carling as they did with
Foster's in Australia, or with

Meanwhile, Labatts are doing
the same thing that Molsons has
done with its alliances with an
Italian Brewery, and investments
in Australia.

Olobelizllion wiU consist of
worldwide integration of nalional, even regional markets.
Cohen gave some advice to
the audience on how to go
Global. "Don't go global, be
global. There are few general
rules to follow." Citing Molsons
as an example he said "we have
been willing to ally with others

Bud, Miller, or Heineken. Molsons secured its home market
with low cost unit production as a
result of the merger. "This has
enabled us to go global. You've
got to know your backyard is ok"
said Cohen. "We'vo now got
stronger penetration into the
North American Market, particularly the U.S." Specifically

But alliances aren't always
the best thing to do. Diversi, a
cleaning and sanitizing supplies
company, has become very international by adding service, to
their commodity product. To go
international, you haVe to tailor
your product, "you've go to
Think Global, Act Local" and
Diversi has done just that.

Eastern Europe needs us
Barry Gervin
We are too late for Europe
1992 and we are too psychologically and culturally distant from
the Asian market, the only thing
left for Canadians is Eastern
Europe. That was the message of
Dean Horvath, Dean of Administrative Studies at York University. A native of Hungary, Horvath stressed that Canadian business's are the best suited for entering the new Eastern European
market moreso than the Western

T

Stobe Talbott
Editor-at-Large
Time Magazine.
Europeans, the Asians, the Americans, or the Japanese.
"Psychological distance is
more important the physical distance" according to Horvath "in
this age of technology". Nobody
likes the Americans, the Eastern
Europeans have an uneasiness

with the Western Europeans, and
there is a huge psychological distance for the Japanese to overcome. Canadian's are well liked
in Eastern Europe. The culture is
similar, and we have the technology that they need.
Thomas J. Bata, Chairman of
Bata Limited, like Horvath is also
a native of Eastern Europe,
Czechoslovakia. He believes that
the political changes of 1989 and
1990 will affect long term world
trade. He emphasized that it will
take a long time for companies to
turn a profit in a profit in Eastern
Europe.
"An English
businessman, noticing his French
counterpart's actions asked, why
do you always kiss the hand of
the women? The Frenchman
responded -- you have to start
somewhere!" You've got to start
somewhere, Bata reiterated. You
can't expect to make big profits
quickly. You must ftrst est~hl i 11
your presence, even if ,
,ts
you.
Talboll, Editor-at-Large of
Time Magazine, gave a more
politically oriented speech on the
issue of the opening of the Soviet
Bloc. "Bush has come a long
way regarding the Soviets and
Soviet Policy". Originally, Bush
was filled with skepticism regarding Gorbachev, "Was he for
Real?" But Bush has realized
that the Allies won't support a go
slow policy. Now, Bush is work-

ing hard with Gorbachev to "put
the brakes on German Reunification". Soviet reform is on the line
if the German reunification happens to quickly, and Gorbachev
loses his control as a result. The
balance of influence can move
very quickly from reformers to
hardliners in communist regimes,
case in point - China.
Things are happening very
quickly in Eastern Europe, and
most of the speakers feared "there
will be violence in the ncar future". In fact, Talbott phoned his

Thomas J, Bata
Chairman
Bata Limited
head office before he spoke to
ensure that nothing had changed
in Eastern Europe over the past
12 hours that would make his
speech obsolete. Two hours before Talbott's speech, Soviet officials removed all of the foreign
reporters out of Lithuania.
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Sayoonara AIESEC KGU
Melissa Yee
The Japanese Study Tour is
over and our friends have gone
back to Japan, or to other places
such as Pittsburgh, Las Vegas,
and New York. Even though
they're gone, we have a lot of
memories between us.
During their stay, they saw,
for the frrst time, milk in plastic
bags. We had a "culture night"
where they taught us some dance
steps and origami. One night in
Collingwood, 30 people slept at
Eric's condo (in 2 bedrooms,

living room, front lobby,
& kitchen) and the next
they went skiing in the raiD.

one of the girls (Yuko), it Wll
first time she had ever
skiing! We partied at the
and left for Ouawa at Sam.
the way to Montreal, the
broke down, and then oo
day, they came back to W•ll!llfta.
at 2am in the morning.
In Niagara Falls, they IIIII
races around the top of $1
Skylon Tower, and took bell ca
what colour lights would sbiDo ca
the Falls next. They visiled M
CN Tower, Skydome, OM,-'
RPM while in Toronto. 'I1ID,
the girls (especially NoritO
learned what it mean to •pict-t~po
guys". Another girl (Yosbio)
found out that there are two t p
of iced tea - regular, wbidl II
what she ordered, and LoDa Ialandi On the streets of Tonllll),
'Chinese frre drills' were ea
ercised - getting out at red li&la.
running around the car (YID),IIII
returning to the vehicle.
The fareweU dinner Wll belli
at Ali Baba 's, sponsored by Milo
subishi. Among the guesta . Dr. & Mrs. Weir, AI SllllbdotJ
and Stuart Lewis, executive&
from Mitsubishi and The Mulllll
Group, and members of
AIESEC.

After the dinner, there Wll 1
farewell party. A news clip fnll
CKCO of the official we1c:aM
was shown, and everyone bid 1
hoot watching themselves onfele.
vision.
There are even Study Tour 'f.
shirts! The Japanese sLu,~a~~J..,
received T-shirts from their billets, so everyone was runn111
around signing them all. TheJ
probably will never be washed!
The Japanese students left •
on Sunday. Tearful farewelll
were expressed at Pearson International Airport (Toronto), and it
took forever to get them duouP
the gate. Everyone waved ud
they couldn't see each other
anymore - it was really palhcdc
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\Vhat's the best part about being a CMA?
The rewaras don't stop at five.
The CMA des1gnation 1s the hallmark of a winner. It bnngs public recogn1t1on and the chance
to meet stimulating people wh1le perform1ng
interesting and important work as a respected
professional.
Cert1f1ed Management k c ountants enjoy
excellent earning potential and w1th 1t, the
opportun1ty to lead the lifestyle of the1r c ho1ce.
Currently, over half of Canada's CMA profes·
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The Soc1ety of Management kcountants
offers a program of profess1onal stud1es and practical cxpenence which ensures successful entry
1nto the bus1ness world, and a reward1ng lifestyle.
Put yourself 1n the p1cture. Enroll1n the CMA
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o-op placements down
continued from 11
worth, "I think it's just awful ...
they haven't done a quarter of
what they're supposed to .. "
John Thompson, however, has
another perspective. First, he
says, students were told from the
beginning that the fee would not
be refunded. Also, he adds, "The
amount of work required for the
program increases, rather than
decreases, in the se<:ond round of
placements." As for the $410 fee,
John Thompson emphasized that
the fee covers only 25,. of the
cost of the co-op program. Fee increases are to bring the student's
of the cost to 5~ by 1992
1993, effectively doubling the
co-op fee within three years.
F'llllllCeS are not the only conco-op students, however. Also at issue is the perceived attitude of the co-op staff.
The day after the first round
placements (March 16), the co-op

office hosted an information session for all unmatched students.
According to several students, the
onus for not getting a job was
placed upon the students. They
were, to say the least, annoyed.
"If there was five or six (students without placements), it

"I just fiope
I get ajob."
could be my fault - but there was
30%. There .were some "rea~y
good people m that rooD! .• satd
one irritated student BCSides the
implication that it was their fault
they did not have jobs, die information session did not have all
that much information, "They
didn't tell us anything we didn't
already know ... if anything I was
more confused after."

You Can Be
A Technical Writer
Technical Writers enjoy exceptional employment
opportunities and stimulating challenges as free lancers or employees in major corporations.
Graduates become involved in a career that deals
with every aspect of their organization's operation
-from initial design to publishing and marketing_
You will acquire a thorough understanding of
products and services and an equally thorough
knowledge of the technical writer's vocabulary
and responsibilities.
If you have a college diploma or a university
education, you should cons1der the Hln1ber
College Technical Writer Program*.

- .. . yourself

Call or write now for more information.
Humber College, North Campus,
205 Humber College Blvd.,
Etobicoke, Ontario,

M9W 5l7
(416) 675-5000

Humber
®([®]~

What the co-op office did tell
the students was to "Remember to
smile" -- and to be less selective.
Although criteria have been
slightly relaxed (second round coop students can now choose from
C.A. or non-C.A. positions), a coop job must still meet a strict set
of requirements. This limits the
initial number of jobs that can be
offered and, combined with selective students, says John Thompson, can result in fewer matches.
He adds, "Students may well
have been second choice for three
employers ... students that fell between got beaten out".
Students remain skeptical
about the co-op office's excuses. One commmented, •nere was
one point when they said ... they
couln 't predict that the job market
would be depressed -- which is
sort of b.s."
The final result, say a number
of students, is that the co-op program has shown its priorities do
not lie with the students. One
stressed, "I would like to think
they put the students first. It
seems like they're working hard
to keep Laurier's nam~ good ...
they're covering their ass." Another asserted, "I don't think
they're concentrating enough on
the students ... "
John Thompson disagrees. He
contends "Our program does exist
to serve the students. If we don't
have jobs that appeal, we haven't
got a program. To the best of our
ability ... (we) keep our focus on
our students and the quality of
jobs they get." As proof, he cited
the 20 to 25 job descriptions that
have been posted since March 15,
the 1 200 direct mailings to
employers that have taken place
this year, and the numerous seminars the co-op office has held this
year. "Perhaps our communications could have been better.
However, our emphasis was to
prepare the students for the work
place.", commented Thompson.
John Thompson remains optimistic about job opportunities,
and feels that once employers
realize that Laurier has a pool of
50 students to offer, the remaining students will find jobs.
"Employers need to recognize
higher numbers of students are
available ... it's a matter of
awareness." For those co-op students without a job, the matter is
much more simple. One sums it
up aptly, "I just hope I get a job."
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------------------------commentTilE BUSINESS STUDENT...
with a flftec:n percent profit margin qua qua
qua and a thirty percent market share qua qua
qua with a reduced ov~head qua qua qua and
with an inflation rate of qua qua qua but a
decreasing conswner price index base figure
qua qua qua, what are your fixed costs?

Ttl£ CO~D WEEKLY

Darts and Laurels
Since the theme of the news section this week is "What do you
hat don't you like about WLU", the Cord staff has put together
likes and dislikes of life at Laurier. And since we're such a positive bunch, we'll give you the good news first.
~You can ao out drinking with doans, adminiltl'atioo.llld your tcachora without actting

in trouble with the principal
for b'aNfcrri.na: tho rudo ogre away from the froot doak. at tho Rcgil:trar'a Office
·Shincrwno makes otudcnts look better than the dnmken oods they woually are
-qualifyina foe the notional sporu rma~. in four dilfcr=t lporb
-tho now TWTCt and the now Wilrs (wbm thDy aot nDW fum~)
·a hyper·ICilSitive administration (makes for aood atory idc&s)
·the tlwe "Big Al"s" - Lee. Strathdoc and Auerboch
·beating Weatcm at football and hockey in one )'Cit
·new Aird Bllilding for mwoic. math and aocial work
-..vcryooc who got their Dovclopmcnt Fund refund
-xrving women at tho Torque Room Iteam table~
·being able to breathe in the 1V Lounge again
·tho mull per10nablo atma.pbcnJ at Laurier

~Peter Tran

-Karen Oordan, new Bxccutiw V -Pat WWSU
·knowing people who have tabo in WUf'a
·recycling bina for pop cana and 1"'1'"'
·you don't have to go to clua to pua
·tho DOwly-tedecaatcd William Lo""''"
·tho fact that Major Sbelloy is baclt
·Lindt Lippert in tho WLUSU o!lice
-Joom.a tho food·ocrvct in Will'•
-cvcrything about Mra. John Weir
·artl prcfcaon are all ooftio1
·theatre prcductiona like
~vor-Bnprovin& Tum::t rD\laic.

EDITOR, T

I am wri
article two
Professor
methods. As
are two side
the other sid
Every pr
teaching styl
attended Pr
classes, they
sizes demons
he brought
because he is
bit strange".
As far
cerned, I see
laking the hi
ing it to 100
look at BUS
that 100% 01
uncommon. I
objection to
graded. Als
who happen
day when a

B..,.

·i.ntl:mationaloquuh couru
·all of tho talllibnriu.
·tho SUB quad in oprinatime

·rombunctiouo acboclopirit
·tho oow C...:Wty c:onlract
·tbo WWSP dcolt blottmo
·foothall on a fall day
-Cord bwoiDe• ICction
-oda fortbo Twist
·JobnWcir'oc.n
-dcmurimlJ:
·H~a

-tho Hawk
aTotJ'.i.
·Dcono
·tho fAct that dUo il tbo lut Cord oftbo )'Cit

But of course, we couldn't have a true Cord editorial unless we
bitched about something. Hence, what we don't like about Laurier.
·Dot havin& an llCD& and a practioc foolball field an CllllpWI and linlc activity opaoc for any~ oport1

·tho fAct tha!Uitpoid library !inca and po.rking ticltcta are arOWidl for withholdin& marb and pduatim
·people who co to Laurier md complain about it, without doina anything to make il a better pla<c
•WLU apondina m<n monoy in lnlti.bltiooal Rclati001 than all of ill Sbldcnt Sorvicoa c:ornbinod
·"bcin& called -ually ~- in tbo national media by SociolOJ)' Prof0110r Harriet Lyono
-JiuttooOUI pboro ttalfwbo devour tho pizzas on Tucaday niabtalilca then: wu no tomarrow
•WLU waldni untll all of tho obldcnta ""' acoo bofme railina r.c.!iko loot ID '•, otc.
·Do-mo <Omina out to - tho boot two"'""'" Laurier hao •••tho IOCCOt aquada
-ooly &ivins Onlwn, Bob, and tho tell oftbo a..plaina $6,00<Vyr.
·looina tho omall ponmablc ima&c at Laurier dDO to ~din&
·tbo fact that tho Atrl11111 is coooidcrcd by 101DC to bo competition
·the fact that tho lhcord dictalcl any CODII:ntiQu WW policica
·not enough hoclb in tbo Libmy to wrilc Bany Oouah'• cuayo
-pcoplo who haliO biz knobo but have never &ODC to bed with one
·1""1 linea for anything h a l f - cotocpl dinina hall food.
•payinc for any otupid noaiatlv lbl(f •• tranl<riptl, ole.
-docoptivo promotional !ilmo on Laurior-·mono propoaonda
·WLUSU hudFttina to malto moocy <m Proah Wook oach )'Cit
·Dot cnouah computer terminal• foe lut·minuliO report&
·poor variety of couraco in almolt ovcry C...:Wty
·you can't get condorna in tho wuhrooma anymore
·l01ina Tom Amott totbo York footboll pror;ram
·Dot having a opirit band for aport1 loami
·paying $20 when you looe your ltudomt lD
·Ale• Murray, Way... Caston, Brua: Hodp
·undcntaffins the CoiiDIC!Iin1 IICrYiccl
·tho two Jim·, - P"ubcl- and McC.nchoon
·poor locker roon>'ahowcr W:ilitioo
-lo•in& a football &lmD toW•t:ctloo
-that the DOW craze iJ Ayina •No•
·~mall library and book ooloctlon
-0¥ Supcrcop'sabuac of power
·plutic Torque Room cutlery
-poor ca.fcu::ria facilities
·thoro'a no place to ~mob
·Stuart Lewis tho D.LC.K.

-Jolm Weir's whiny voi.c:o
·Athletic Complex towcl1

-lllow ~in wur.
-oo 'down' cacalaton
-only ooc gymnuium
•Tum:t liue·Upl
·Co-op Progrom
-clone bands
.biz knobo

·artlics

·ioclta
·that this il tbo lut Cord of tho )'Cit

Like it or not, Laurier is most definitely a very unique Canadian
academic institution.
Have a good summer.
Editorial opinions are approved by the Cord Weekly Editorial Board on
behalf of Cord staff and are independent of the University, the Students'
Union and the Student Publications Board of Directors.

EDITORIAL BOARD
Chris Starkey, Editor-In-Chief
I ana Watson, Production Manager
Elizabeth Chen, Features Editor
Brian Owen, Sports Editor

an illegally conceived Barry Gervin
Jonathan Stover, News Editor
Keri Downs, Associate News Editor
Tony Burke, Scene Editor

The Cord Weekly il publilhed during tho fall ar.d winter academic terms. Officea a~e located
on the Second Floor of the Archie Oog!y Excavation Site at Wilfrid Laurier Univenity, 75
University Ave. W., Waterloo (519) 884-2990. The Cord Weekly il as of Aprillst no longer
a ~ember of Canadian Univensity Press and lovea the Ontario Community Newspoper Associ•Uon. Copyright 1990, WLU Swdcnt PublicatiOt"lS. Material deemed to furthe.r sexist, racist or
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·•thout the penniallion of the Editor-In-O!ief.

fries with that?

-Clean up the banquet
TO THE EDITOR:

The 1989/90 athletic banquet
took place last Wednesday night
at the Waterloo Inn. There were
several disaJipointing turns of
events that night as I sat listening
to the ceremony. First of all when
I received a program the tennis
team picture was not included
with the names and years played
by the team members. We were
not informed that our picture had
not turned out nor were we told
that it would not appear in the
program. If there was a technical
difftculty surely we could have
reconvened to pose for a picture
between November and now.
You're thinking - "what's the big
deal? It's just a picture." Well so
is the squash team photo just a
picture as is the football team's
inclusion in the program just a
picture. We'd like to know why
our picture contracted the only
case of disappearus Hawkitis.
Someone should also answer the
question why the bar was closed
during dinner and the ceremony.
Was the bar really necessary at all
that night since it was hardly
open during the times it seemed
appropriate? Thirdly, a very hasty
summary of the team's seasons
report was read by a very gruff
master of ceremony who seemed

Auerbach model
for other profs
TO THE EDITOR:

We have taken two of Professor Auerbach's courses over
several years. In terms of
responding to student concerns
and in not being the least bit
sexist, he could be a model for
other profs.
Rachel Robinson
Rose Foucault

LETTERS_.
TO

THE

EDITOR
to have the speaking manner of
George C. Scott. This brief
catalogue of whole seasons
summed up in a few words or less
was certainly an anti-climax to
the lesser-known teams on
campus.
When the event finally proceeded onto the women's athletic
awards another typically Laurier
blunder-of-the-year was led by
Wayne Gowing, who was to introduce the female athletes. His
ftrst comment of the evening was
on the physical appearance of the
women at the banquet. Characteristic of Laurier attitudes toward
women this year, the objectifica-

tion of women was this announcer's primary focus rather than the
ability and accomplishments of
the athletes whom we were all
there to celebrate.
I know this seems a rather
harsh statement but Laurier has
definitely come to realize its
short-comings in gender relations
this year. What I want to know is
when this trend of sexism is
going to stop? Now, I didn't in·
tend to get hyper-sensitive about
a positive gathering of Laurier's
athletic community but the
organizers and speakers of this
event certainly pushed the appropriate levels of consideration
beyond my tolerance. My appeal
to these people is to please consider your audience next year as
you begin to organize the
1990/91 athletic banquet.
Wendy Bonza
Tennis Team

Don't put Sigs down
DEAR EDITOR:

Though I'm not completely in
favour of fraternities or sororities
at Laurier, before I graduate I
wanted to possibly inform a few
students. Last year I attended the
installation ball for Sigma Chi by
Iota Mu. I saw a group of young
men strive for something more
than just school, and the regular
friendship based on those in their
programs. The opposition they
received was based on the ignorance and prejudice of others,
which I can testify to.
Maybe I don't fully understand all their mottoes, creeds or
traditions, but I know a group of
honest, loyal and respecting guys
standing for integrity and truth.
I was proud and honoured to
be able to attend that ceremony
'and last Saturday at another
Sigma Chi formal it all came

back.
I know a lot of people will
never understand the reasons or
motives of Sigma ~hi. But I
would defend this generous, and
upstanding organizatior to anyone who would ever question iL
So check it out before you put it
down.
Liza Sardi

A criminal mind?
TO THE EDITOR:

Did you know that one of the
Batman's famous villains, the
Scarecrow, turned to a life of
crime after he was flred from his
university teaching career for
bringing a gun into class?
Just curious.
Jonathan Stover
Honours Comic Book Studies

I'd like to
loast: I don't

.tie Cord tha
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to identify self
hlleucw Auerbach excludes the
lelt mark. The writer of
llticle also failed to mention

at least have the guts to identify
herself/himself.

IbM there is an optional Tom Gosling
which can be upgraded as
as lhe student desires
or Auerbach's
cannot understand
fmds wrong with
away!
DEAR EDITOR:
___ ~ like to address
--··--- · ident. The
What happened to the Cord?
in fact
All of a sudden, it has become
h is not dis- an interesting paper! The layout
t women. The
____ he/she felt that is better; the articles are more interesting; there's more about
. hlf.u Auerbach is sexist In Laurier
students; the new busithis person is ness section is good; the comics
biJ deal out of are neat
not even exIn all the Cord seems less
dry, less bitchy, more positive,
more~. more student!

Reader just loves
his student paper

Who on campus would you most
like to have sex with?
by Chris Starkey and Christine Yarwood

"Dr. Terence Scully"

Jennifer Herzog
P.T. French and English

Mike Jensen

MBA Class or '90

o, DpOlogiu/ - ed.

Nichols because of
his turtle collection"

Janice Field
2nd year Arts
"Mort Nelson because
he made everyone quake
in their boots during
HUe grated case"

Mara Pearen
2nd year
Girlfriend

....
-

"All of the students"

Diane
Jrd year Physics

Blake'

!

.•

·-p

,,

111

-

·~,* *
·. ~ ..

-

"The loudest voice for the
students, Chris Starkey"

Blake Dickson
5th year Biz
"Don Smith because
he is my boss
~~ GuY~.'

~OW'S 11 nt' A.-f"'

GOING?

GN:rt .

Nada Vorkapich
& Lynne Hill
4th year Underwater
Basketweaving
"The coffee lady in
he Concourse because ,
·ter aggressive hawk eyes"

fhe Bros.
4th year Biz & Geography
"The security cop
towing team"

AI Strathdee
Prez
And by the way, the original question was: "Who do you

think is the most powerful person at Laurier?"
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Of Auerbach, Burke and the human race
What is Burke
Tolkien about?
TO THE EDITOR:
I think Steve Burke's review
of the great new film version of
Lord of the Rings is full of shit
Mr. Burke is very silly, and I
can't believe he didn't mention
Gandalf, Frodo or any of those
other great characters. I mean,
everyone knows that Lord of the
Rings is an inspiring tale of
goodness and light triumphing
over...
Oh. Lord of the Flies!
Oh, in that case, Mr. Burke's
review was brilliant. Just brilliant!

Jonathan Stover
Honours Verbosity

Psych 1OO-type
wants Al's guns
TO THE EDITOR:

I, too, share the opinion of last
week's anonymous supporter of
AI Auerbach. I would like to add
only that I wish he had brought
those two guns to our class
(PSYCH 100) for us to see.

destroy, no god told me what to
do and no demon sits on my
shoulder like a hunched oracle. I
did all these things and I am just a
Man. It is Men and Women like
me with nothing but strong hands
and clear eyes that control this
corner of the universe, and if any
of you disagree or has something
unspeakable to do to me (and
you've got the balls) you should
know where to fmd me.
Welcome to the Real World
Lads, hope you survive the experience.
Fraser Kirby
Poli Sci

Anonymous AI
smearers cute
EDITOR OF THE CORD:

What always distinguished
Professor Auerbach's lectures
was the attention he paid to
demonstrations and illustrations.
Who would think that a weapon
that can't fire could backfire!
Here is a student, supposedly
mad at the administration for not
jumping to her story, who manages to smear Alan Auerbach's
good name, while remaining
anonymous herself. Cute.
Nenad Mandie

Name withheld by request of
a Psychology 100 student

professor did not call some of the
students "bitches". The professor
stated that he considered using
the word "bitchers" instead of
"grumble bums" as an example of
a euphemism on his mid-term
exam. However, in lieu of the
panty raid turmoil at the time, he
thought it better to leave it as it
was.
In terms of his textbook, this
student feels that the sketched

TO THE EDITOR:

Dear Divine Beings:
I am weary of you omnipotent
oddballs and your celestial benchpressing contest, it has bored
and angered me. Bill Needle was
just doing his job, you clowns
have seen fit to exploit freedom
of the press (which I invented) to
flex your collective muscle.
I hate to rain on your parade,
but ..
You mentioned the tires in
Hagersville, a small example but
a current one. I started this fire
(with some help from David
Peterson) not some character in a
bad Clive Barker novel. How
about some examples with more
punch, some real examples of the
"old ultra-violence" like
Hiroshima, Dresden, and Kent
State, ever hear of The Killing
Fields in Cambodia, boys? They
were all mine, I thought of them,
I lived them.
But I am also capable of much
good. I helped save Bangladesh
from famine, I invented penicillin
and the polio vaccine. I led a hundred thousand people in a march
on Washington because I had a
dream. I've written symphonies
that bring audiences to their feet,
wrote Hamlet too, painted the
Peaches and Pears and I built the
pyramids.
I suppose you know who I
am. Give me the credit I deserve
for both my power to create and

problem would have been for the
student to approach the professor
with their concerns. All of the
above incidents have been simple
misunderstandings in my view.
Instead of trying to destroy a
professor's reputation and professional standing, clarification or
the facts would have saved all involved a lot of anguish.
Jeff Tomkins

Complainants seek justice, not vengeance

Auerbach opponents clarify
TO ANY INTERESTED PARTY:
We are writing to address several misunderstandings surrounding the "Auerbach incident". We
are the students who made the original complaint.
First, regarding Mr. Auerbach's method of testing. We do not take exception to his choice to scale
up all test scores proportionately after our first examination. It was his choice, explained after our
second test, to accept as correct only those answers
which were meant to be correct and any other answer chosen by that one particular A+ student that
we take exception to. We have never encountered,
nor do we know of anyone who has encountered, a
professor who holds up one particular student as the
normative standard against which all others are to
be compared. Testing requires objectivity and
equality of opportunity for all. A guaranteed A+ for
one student while all others must take their chances
is unacceptable.
Second, regarding the defence of Mr. Auerbach
as a "little different". Vive Ia difference! However,
when such peculiarities and idiosyncracies amount
to, at best, poor personal judgment and at worst,
dangerous and demeaning behaviour, then someone 1
must say "This is unacceptable!" A classroom is not

You can find what
Kirby speaks for you're looking for

all humankind

pictures within it are also sexist.
After re-examining the pictures
myself, I cannot see where these
allegations are coming from.
There are of course pictures of females in the text, however, none
that I feel could be termed sexist
I guess if you spend as much time
as this student has looking for
flaws, you can always fmd what
you are looking for.
A simple solution to this

a personal forum, nor is it a personal playground. A
sexist attitude and firearms cannot be defended un·
der the realm of academic freedom. Neither is con·
ducive to a healthy atmosphere in which to learn.
Furthermore, in response to the suggestion that the
word used by Mr. Auerbach was "bitchers" and not
"bitches", Mr. Auerbach himself confirmed that he
did use the word "bitches".
Third, and finally, we must address the suggestion that our motivation for pursuing this matter 11
malicious. Pleases consider this: what do we have
to gain from this? Fame? Forture? An A+? No.
What do we have at risk because of this? Plenty.
We risk the wrath of the administration, the wradl
of our present and future professors, a potential law
suit, backlash from various persons and groups on
campus, our own emotional well-being ... We have a
great deal to lose.
The interviews with other students in the class
have substantiated our charges. It is our hope thai
the administration will act decisively and positively
in their resolution of this matter, and that they consider the rights of students, rather than damage control, as the big issue here.
We seek justice, not vengeance.

Reynolds' Wrap

EDITOR, THE CORD:

Being a student of Professor
Auerbach's Psychology 238, I
would like to shed some further
light upon the allegations made
by a fellow student. I have attended all the lectures in question,
and do not understand how any
one could infer Professor Auerbach is anything but concerned
with the well being of his stu- dents.
Last fall professor Auerbach
brought an antique rifle into class
for the purpose of showing how
this breech loading rifle was related to the beginning of
ergonomics. He clearly stated at
the beginning of the class that this
rifle was now inoperable, and that
it had not been used for many
years. Later he used a questionnaire to find out if anyone was
upset or concerned about the rifle
demonstration in class. After discovering that two of his students
were upset by the demonstration,
he apologized to the class for
causing them any anguish or fear.
Obviously, the student who has
made the allegation about their
fear for their life during the class
could not have been listening to
the professor's lecture.
This same student also accused the professor of being
sexist and providing the class
with a sexist textbook which he
himself had written. Had this student again been listening, they
would have known that the
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QUALITY OF STUDENT LIFE
In the meantime, Elizabeth Chen and I decided to give you a
sneak preview of twenty students' responses to some of the survey
items. When reading these, please keep in mind that this sample may
or may not accurately reflect the perceptions of the larger sample.
Similarly, unlike the fmal analysis of the larger sample, the following
have not been analyzed for statistical significance. The perceptions
that follow received the highest number of responses from a sample
of twenty students.
If you are feeling discouraged by this sample of results, you are
not alone. Irrespective of gender, how most of twenty students feel
that minority, gender, child care and safety issues are of "no importance" is beyond me. Are we so contained in our own little worlds
that we neglect to think, care, and feel passionate about some of the
major pressing concerns of other people in our time? Let's hope not.
Perhaps the results from the larger sample will be more encouraging.

By Marie Molloy

During the first week of March, 1 200 randomly selected students
received the Students' Quality of Life survey in the mail. Within a
week, about 300 completed surveys were returned. At present, between three and five hundred surveys have been received. The

DEADUNE FOR RETURNING THE SURVEY IS MARCH 30th.
To date, the response to this survey is extremely encouraging.
Somewhere between three and five hundred surveys have been
returned. Normally, it's difficult to get people to return completed
questionnaires. Somewhat unique in this case, a few students approached AI Strathdee, President of WLUSU, to let him know that
they were upset because they did not receive a survey. Whoever said
that Laurier students were apathetic, must have neglected to survey
you about your perceptions of the quality of student life.
Although you may not have received a survey, you or your group
still have the opportunity to participate in Focus Group Interviews.
Here's your chance to have your thoughts and ideas exert some influence over future changes. Just call Linda Lippert, WLUSU Ext.
2335 before March 30th. Linda will take your name and number.
Later, someone from the Quality of Student Life Committee will
return your call and together you can set up a convenient interview
time.
The WLU Quality of Student Life Committee is conducting this
survey in an effort to understand students' perceptions of the quality
of student life, and to identify the areas where change is most desired.
The survey was designed by three students who consulted with about
forty WLU students and five consultants from the Psychology Department. A first draft of the survey was distributed to committee
members and a pilot group of students who provided the survey subcommittee with suggestions for its improvement- The final survey
which appears on the following page, incorporated those recommendations made by students, committee members and faculty. For
your added interest, survey recipients were selected from a randomly
generated computer registration list. Rob Arnold from the Registrar's
Office, created a computer program that proportionally extracted a
representative on-campus sample of the entire student population.
At this time, a data entry person has been hired to input data from
the surveys into a statistical analysis program. Once the data is in, we
can begin to test areas for significant results. After analyzing the
results of the survey and compiling the information from the interviews, the committee intends to develop and present a formal
proposal with recommendations to the university's senior administration. The proposal will be made available to you through the Reserve
Desk in the Library. Also, the results will be presented in a fall issue
of the Cord. If you would like to know more about this effort, AI
Strathdee, President of WLUSU, or Dean Nichols, Dean of Students,
are the people to talk to.

On behalf of the Quality of Student Life Committee, I'd like to
thank the hundreds of Laurier students who have returned surveys,
assisted us in designing the survey, or have expressed an interest in
participating in interviews. In addition, a special note of thanks to the
following people for volunteering their expertise and resources in assisting us with this project:

ROB.ARNOLD
ELIZAB:ETB CHEN.
NONI COLEMAN
PAULDAVOCK
DALE FOGLE
ROBERT GEBOTVS
MARIE GILKINSON
FREDOLOADE
SABINE LBCKI
Sl'UART LBWIS
LINDA LIPPJ;Jn'
TBRRY MeiNOOSH
, DOUG McKENZIE-MOHR
BETTY MJ.TCHELL
ORAHAMMOREBY

BRAD MORRIS

GEOFF NELSON
JULlE SHARROW

RICH/llU>W;
SCOIT wn..LIAMS'
;g.

HIGHEST NUMBER OF MOST COMMON RESPONSES TO SELECTED ITEMS

----·-··-···-·---- ..1 1.................11------···-·-·11111
6
6

Mostly Satisfied
Pleased

WLU's Athletic Reputation
Influenced Decision to
Attend Laurier

Totally Disagree

Course Related Stress
is
Students Have Influence

Mixed Feelings

9

Instruction Reviews
for all Faculty

Totally Agree

8

Adequate Quiet Lounge
Study Space

Strongly Disagree

5

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

-

Gender:
faculty:

10 Male
10 Arts and Science
1 Music

Registration:

9 Business and Economics
14 Full-t.Une Sfi14ents
19 UndergQl(luate , ~~~fo'fj~~~~~--f.....!.!:~~~~~:_----1~..2....-~
5 Part-time
1 Graduate
I

Marital Statu$:
Dependent Young Children: ,
Age Range:
Accommodation:"

10 Female

3 Married
17 Single
2Yes
18No
13 21-25 :ns.
4 15-20 yrs.
2 26-30 yrs.
1 ~6-40 yrs.
13 Off-campus (l\Ot With parents)

5 Off--campus (with parents)
2 On-campus Resj®nce
lO ~<1Up\Residents

Used University Services
for a Personal Problem
Helped to Organize an
Event or Activity '
Attended University
Team's Sports Event

Never
Never
Once a month
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CORD CLASSIFIEDS
accommodations
3 BEDROOM bachelor apartment
available April 1. Make your own
lease. House on King St. with other
students. Only $265 a month. Call
886-9739 and leave message or call
after 10pm.

SUMMER SUBLET: great people,
great location, great balcony!!! Call
725-1005 or 725-1000.
SUMMER SUBLET: for Co-op, 5
min. from WLU, room for 3,
$150/mth. It's got everything! Call
Cassandra 884-0107.

SUBLET: 3 rooms in house, 2 living
rooms, 1.5 baths, full basement. 3
ARE YOU CHEAP???? Do you min. to WLU, 10 min. to U of W.
want to pay a mere $1200 a month Rent negotiable, 885-2415.
rent for a four bedroom, 4-6 occupancy apartment?? If this is you, BISEXUAL MALE, working stuthen call Pat at 725-0234. We'll even
dent, discrete, needs room, nsmk:
throw in a balcony, full kitchen and 2
NOW Box 992, 150 Danforth Ave.,
bathrooms free of charge!!!
Toronto M4K lNl.

SUBLET May 1 to August 1. 195
ROOMMATE WANTED for 90/91
Albert St. Directly across from Peters
to live with 3 female non smokers, 3
Building. Multiple rooms avail-able if
min. to WLU, 10 min. to U of W,
interested call 746-8620 or 746-0405.
very reasonable rent!! 885-2415.

help wanted

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT: 5
large bedrooms, near campus and
amenities, available May 1st, 1 year
SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHERS
lease. $1250/mth reduced to
needed - get into all events free of
$950/mth till Sept. Call Guelph 1charge and meet famous athletes. In763-1988.
terested?? Call 884-2990 or come to
the CORD offices (2nd floor SUB)
SEPTEMBER LEASE: Two
and ask for Liza.
bedroom apartment on Regina St.
Phone 746-1503.
JOBS FOR SUMMER in North
Toronto! with student painters. ComROOMMATES NEEDED: 2 furpetitive wage. Outdoors. Contact
nished bedrooms available adjacent
Sean at 576-0564.
to Waterloo Town Square, on main
bus line. Parking available. $230/mth
Tree Plant Tbls Summer with Aro.b.o. call 888-0647 after 6pm.
bor International. Earn a summer's
worth of wages in 8 weeks. Contact
GREAT SUBLET: bedrooms in a
Career Services to obtain an applicanew unit - across the street from
Laurier library and a fifteen min. tion form or to arrange and interview.
walk to U of W. Call Shannon real
soon at 747-2772.

SUMMER JOBS: Available in
North Toronto. If you enjoy working
outside and like sizable paycheques,
HOUSE TO SUBLET: MayCrew Chief and Painter positions are
August, close to both universities. 5
available with Student Painters. For
bedrooms, fully furnished, back deck
more information call Mike at 725ideal for catchin' those rays, B.B.Q.,
1273.
laundry facilities, 2 washrooms and
ample parking!! Sound Great? Give
WORKERS
LANDSCAPE
us a call, 725-0594.
NEEDED: no experience necessary,
AVAILABLE MAY 1st for next good wages, flexible hours, for more
school year; 1 double, 2 single rooms information call Sean at 886-8157.
for rent. Seconds from WLU, rent neWANTED: someone interested in
gotiable. Laundry, furnished, free
cartoon drawing to help develop a
parking, Nancy, 725-0446.
potential toy line. Successful applicant will work closely with
MAY 1 - AUG. 31: Two "doublecreators. Call Dave at 746-5989.
size" rooms for rent, furnished, T.V.,
laundry facilities, parking, 5 min.
WE NEED BIG SISTERS:
walk to WLU, 15 min. walk to U of
Kitchener-Waterloo and area Big
W. Rent negotiable. Call725-0802.
Sisters Require Volunteers to
befriend girls and boys. If you are a
SUBLET: May-Sept, 2 rooms in
caring person who is 20 years of age
beautiful 3 bedroom house. Fur- or older and can give three hours a
nished, 5 min. walk to WLU, large week to a child, then we need you.
front veranda and split-level deck.
Big Sister training begins Tuesday,
$160 each or $300 for both. Call888- April 3, 1990. Call 743-5206 to Reg0229, ask for Lee or Garry.
ister. One year commitment required.
NEEDED: female to share a 5
bedroom house; 2 min. walk to
WLU; phone Judy or Gina at 746 5346.
WE HAVE A WASHER, DRYER
and a microwave in furnished
townhouse. We need two people to
share large room for next year. Great
location. Call Mark or Brian at 7467951 for details.
EZRA - SUBLET: rooms still available, sun deck, furnished, close to
WLU, reasonable, call888-0889.
OPTION TO LEASE SUBLET: 3
bedroom apt. available May 1st with
option to renew. Brand-new, furnished, laundry, air conditioning and
parking. Call888-0889.
SUMMER SUBLET: roommate
needed in furnished townhouse. Nonsmoker only. Convenient location
beside grocery, liquor and beer
stores. 20 min. walk to WLU and U
of W. Washer, dryer and pool. Call
725-0498.

TORONTO SUMMER JOBS: Triple "A" Student Painters needs
enthusiastic, hard working individuals. Painter and Foreman positions
available in Toronto's High Park
area. Call Paul at 416-538-1019 and
leave a message.

LIKE THE SUN??? Then paint with
us. Painters Plus Guaranteed Highest
Wages and at least 30 hours per
week. Crew foremen and painters
needed. For work in Etobicoke call
Thad (884-3752); in Scarborough call
Glen (884-8324); in North York call
Bruce (884-6245).
PART-TIME HELP WANTED,
apply at Ciao's Pasta Shop,
33 Erb St.
KITCHENER
STUDENT
PAINTERS NEEDED. Apply for a
great summer. Call Rob 743-6571.
MISSISSAUGA. Anyone who
wishes to work outside painting for
the summer and make some good
cash, call Gary 746-7466.
ST. CATHARINES/N-0-T-L: Need
student painters and crew chiefs.
Have you got what it takes?? If you
think you do, call Dana (416) 6464216.

personals
PHOTO'S FOR SALE in WLUSP
Photo Dept., all sizes that have been
in the Cord all year.
RESIDENT STUDENT looking for
a parking space close to campus. If
interested in renting out a spot, please
call Heike at 8844682.
ALONE with your unplanned pregnancy? Call Birthright 579-3990. We
offer support and can help you discover your options.
LOST: Business 487 (Consolidations) text "Modem Advanced Accounting" with no name inside. Lost
Wednesday, February 28 in Peters
Building Room 3067 8:30-10:00am
class. If found PLEASE call Barb at
747-2185. Reward offered.
TAX RETURN Preparation: call Bill
or Dan, 888-0414. $15.
SEXUAL SELF-ESTEEM: Interfaith Pastoral Counselling Centre offers a gentle support-group experience for men & women struggling
with sexual orientation issues. Starts
AprilS. Call 743-6781 for brochure.
SAFETY BRIEFS: As you read
about them in Campus Magazine top quality underwear with discrete
condom pouch. Available in white or
blue in sizes S/M/L/XL. Send $5.95
+ pst to Diomo PO box 3105 Cambridge Ont. N3H 4Sl.
W ATERBUFFALO TRIVIA: What
maid had to quit working for the
Flintstones because of Fred's singing?? Answer in next week's CORD.
Last week's answer: Hum Along
With Herman.
BUST LOOSE IN MEXICO after
final exams. Starting at $499 for 2
weeks. Puerto V allarta, Cancun, and
Mazatlan. Party with over 3,000
others on the tour. Call Rob 7463422.

CAMP OUAREAU (girl camp in
Laurentians of Quebec): female ST. CATHARINES/N-0-T-L: Have
counselors and instrUctors for tennis, you got what it takes?? Do you want
to have an unforgettable summer job?
wind surfing, canoeing, swimming,
Apply for Student Painting, call Dana
arts and crafts. Also teachers for
(416) 6464216.
E.S.L. and F.S.L. Bilingual Secretary.
Working knowledge of second lanCUDDLES: I'm almost finished!
guage necessary. Send C. V. to
Soon we'll be able to do more of
Madelene Allen, 29 Summer St. Lenwhat we really want to do when
noxville, Que. JlM 1G4 or call 819we're together! Loving you, missing
562-9641.
you .....................me.
WELLAND/FONTHILL STUDENT PAINTERS WANTED. FERRIS: No I'm not being sappy.
Great pay. Call Mike (416) 8924539. Just a small note to say HELP ME
FIND MY KEYS! (and my many
WORK OUTSIDE and in the sun. meal cards). Thanks for being you.
Have a good time painting in Missis- Gandih (I mean Gandhi)
sauga. Earn $6-$8 (no exp.) $8-$10
(exp.), call Gary 746-7466.
GROZZO PEZZO: You're in my
thoughts and in my heart. Miss you.

111 GIRLS: It's been great partying
with you guys - we'll make sure we
do it again next year. Luv MarJie and
Rose.
SHKUT ..... You're one hell of a
date! I think you were the wildest,
"hugest", most rambunctious guy in
the place. Thanks for a great time and
great post-formal clothing!! Dinky
P.S. "Bust-a-Moove!!"
NEXT YEAR join the Delta Omega
Phi sorority. Our fall Rush Week is
from Sept. 16-23. Interested women
should plan to attend an information
night at 230 Albert St., Sun. Sept.
16th at 7pm., or phone Sherri at 7465041 for details.
DAVEY H.
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY
P,K,V,B: Thanks for the laughs in
Core C!!! It was a blast! Have a great
summer. K
MARSHALL MANOR and ilie
"NORTHERN BOYS", thanks for the
pizzas, hockey games and interesting
conversations. Have a great summer.
Luv, Marlie and Rose.

CONGRATULATIONS to the
newest brothers of Sigma Chi:
Shawn Burnett Matthew Conduit
Joe Cooper Sean Cunningham
Michael Davidson Sandy Halliday
John Kolourat Robert Shea
Welcome. In hoc signo vinces.
LONGHAIR· Bing's still better.
BABY, just a small note saying that I
love you. Let's get together REAL
soon. For always and forever.... me.
ROBO: I wish you gave me an
orgasm instead of a B52 Friday night,
then it would have been worth the
$2.50 and a kiss. Can we strike a bet· •"rc,,,...
ter deal next time???
CONGRATULATIONS Pledge
Class Gamma. From Delta Omega
Phi.

typing
WORD PROCESSING: fast, ac
curate, will make spelling minor
grammar corrections. (English grad)
Laser ptinter. Call Suzanne at 8863857.

DAVE,
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY
To a sexy guy, (you should be in Play
Girl)

quality typing, grammar and <nl'llin•,..
corrected, sentences smoothed. ~·~-,.......
versity area - 885-5952. St. Jacob's
664-3374.

ANDREA: Wishing you all the best
on your 21st birthday. Thanks for
being such a great roommate. Luv
your roomies, MarJie and Rose.

"WORDS" - Professional tvnm.:.lrfoJrm
services offered 7 days/week. Wortl~ess:iotllal
guaranteed. Call 746-6746. P/U
delivery available.

BABYCAKES the lesser -nice rear

WORD PROCESSING SE
VICES ... SEE AD ON PAGE
FOR DETAILS ...746-5217.

B2 CONRAD: Good luck on all your
exams. Don't be studyin' toooooo
hard now. Have a super duper summer. See ya next year! Ciao for now,
Anoushka.
DELTA OMEGA Pill would like to
thank all who supported the second
annual Dinner Raffle for Anselma
House. Congratulations to the winners of the following prizes: Tyler
Leatherland (Waterloo)- Gift Certificate Nutty Pine, Patricia Flood
(Waterloo)-O.E.P., John Downing
(Willowdale)- Tien Hoa, Terry
Schinkel (Waterloo)- Casey's, Brian
Me Master (Waterloo)- Duke of Wellington, Valerie Johnson (Waterloo)Me Ginnis Landing, Mike Thompson
(Waterloo) & Jamie LaMont (Waterloo) - Hucksters, Lisa Lyons (Waterloo) & Jennifer Henderson (Waterloo) - Rueben & Wong, Emmanuel
Casalino (Waterloo) & Steve Braithwaite (Waterloo) - Marbles, Erik
Wilkman - Pizza Hut and Spencer
Washsgo & Steven De Re (Chatham)
- East Side Marios.

and DTP service for essays,
resumes and newsletters. Cost
per page (double spaced, 12
NLQ text). Free pick-up/drop·off
K-W. Phone 7424315 anytime.
days a week.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST will
anything. Reasonable rates. Fast
cient service. Westmount·Erb
Call886-7153.

curate, and letter quality.
essays, theses, business
Free pick-up and delivery.
at576-1284

MARY'S MASSAGE PARLOUR
NOW OPEN!! Special new motion
potion lotion!

cessing. Reasonable rates.
Heather@ 888-6417.

C3 CONRAD: Good luck on your
exams. Have a great summer. I'll
miss you guys next year! Sandra.

WORDS FOR MOI\'EY!
sional document processing.
phone 742-4315 after 6pm for
information.

KB: May your next apartment have
an average temperature less than 95,
KK.
WANTED: FURNITURE. I will
pick up ANY furniture that you do
not want. This is for Sandhills Community Development Inc., which is a
non-profit organization, housing
refugees in transition. For details or
arrangements, call Susan Smith
744-7295.
WEAS. I'll love ya forever. Rob.
MS. PRISTINE: At least you're not
maternal. Watchout for those no
parking signs.

THE CLERICAL
742-0657. Word processing,
application letters, essays,
printing, flyers, sings, banners,
TYPING OF ALL KINDS.

sonable rates. Cnll578-0961
Word Processing Senlces
papers, reports, resumes, etc.
quality at competitive rates
Perfect 5.0. Call 746-5217.
WORD J>ROCESSil'iG:
says, resumes, etc Letter
printer. Spellcheck. On campu
up, delivery. Reasonable r
Sharon 656-3387 after 5pm

numbers su
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Helena speak to an audience
member in one scene.
With the juxtaposition of
Shakespeare's antiquated characters and language with contemporary costumes and props,
the production was riddled with
anachronisms, offering the play a
timeless quality that the diverse
audience could appreciate.
The costumes ranged from
ornate fonnal attire to satin jogging outfits. There were G-men in
suits, attendants in tuxedos,
heroes in Levis and clowns
dressed in ad-hoc stage outfits -each player's attire accurately
reflecting the nature of the
character.
It was Darlene Spencer's
Helena, delivering her lines like a
young Ruth Buzzi, and Marvin
Hinz, with a grand flair for
pantomime, in the role of Bottom
the ass, who kept the audience
roaring. Hinz offered a performance reminiscent of the
c~c~r in Je~us of. Montreal,
who lDSlsted on mcluding a Hamlet soliloquy_ in the _passion play,
and somethmg aktn to M~ttn
Short's Jackie Rogers Jr. tmpersonation. Sean Saunders in the
roles of Theseus and Ober?n, se~ting the darker tone wtth hts
ominous presence as The Duke
and as an imperious King of the
Faeries, held the play together by

creating a perfect balance with
the remaining cast of comics.
Chadwick and his cast explaited the comic relief of the
parodic play-within-the-play
beyond Shakespeare's limits,
using modem costumes and props
such as a stuffed dog, a ~ion suit,
and a ghetto blaster playmg Guns
n' Roses. The best scene ~ere had
two clowns pressed agamst the
privates of another, pretending to
speak through a wall.
All the players were confident
without appearing arrogant or
pretentious. There were no delusions of Oscar-bound actors,. as
the students seemed to be dm.ng
the show entirely for entertamment

The play's fmal sequence was
altered to allow the entire cast to
drift onstage with can~es ~hile
Puck delivered the closmg lines.
Each candle was then blown out
in succession, and the stage faded
to black.
Surely everyone's expectations were undermined by this
thoroughly enjoyable adaptation
of an otherwise mediocre comedy. Since I'm surrogate writer
for this piece, I'll offer original
reviewer Jana Watson's capsule
comment of the play, one that
captures the essence of the praduction and crystallizes it in a
single statement: "Man, it was too
funn y".

Laurier talent selected
for The Gondoliers
by Neville Blair

mr:..

·-

o succeed in the theatre, it takes
T
talent, perserverance and a generous helping of luck. No one realizes that
more than Laurier music students
Sandra Margolese and Bob Creighton.
The two voice majors are currently in rehearsals
for the upcoming Gilbert & Sullivan Society production of The Gondoliers. Both actors landed
major roles in the century-old musical through
curious twists of fate.
Creighton was approached by G&S Artistic
Director Alex Mustak:as about playing Luiz - the
drummer for the Duke of Plaza-Toro. Mustak:as had
worked with Creighton in Rainbow Theatre's production of Swt:et Charity in Winnipeg and thought
that Creighton would be perfect for the part.
Creighton is inclined to agree.
"It is a good part for me," says the boyish
Creighton, "it suits me both physically and vocally.
The style of the music also suits what I'm interested
in versus the more simplistic Broadway musical
shows".
Mustak:as had his Luiz. The director now had to
fmd an actress who could handle both the acting
and vocal duties of Casilda, the love interest of
Luiz and the future Queen of Barataria. Auditions
were held but a suitable actor had yet to be found to
play opposite Creighton. As it turned out, it was
Creighton himself who provided the solution to the
dilemma.

...
"After hearing the vocal score for the part rof
Casilda], I knew Sandra would be perfect for the
part". Creighton spoke to Mustak:as about his idea
and then called his Laurier colleague. After a little
apprehension, Margolese agreed to audition later
that week.
"As soon as I decided I was going to audition, I
wanted the part like crazy", says Margolese.
Creighton's hunch proved correct and Margolese
got the part.
The Gondoliers marks the fourteenth production
of the Waterloo (,iJtx-rt & Sullivan Society since its
since its incer it'D in 1<)75.
MORE ON PAGE 25

-
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SPRING AND
SuMMER HouRs
Summer Hours
April 30th - August 17

Mon.-Fri. 9:30 A.M.· 3 P.M.
Mon.· Wed. 7:00P.M.- 11:30 P.M.

---------·------- -----

URRET
THURSDAY
"Rock & Roll Party" NITE
8:00P.M.- 1:00 A.M.

"TWIST- OFF -a

Couples only TWISTER-AMA
April 19th

LightfOOt legend Bi

Peter Lees, Concert Review

Tony Burke
Concert Re

s I left my house on
Friday night my
roommates inquired as to
where I was going.

A

hrough
Peter
T
Paul Simo1

I simply turned to them and
replied, "I'm going to see a
legend." With perplexed expr~
sions they shrugged thetr
shoulders and looked at each
other.
Finally, one of them said,
"... and what legend would that
be?"
"That legend," I replied with
excitement, "is Lightfoot"
Within ninety minutes I had
reached Toronto. Throughout my
journey, Lightfoot classics poured
out from my car stereo, as I
anxiously hoped that my favorite
songs would be played at
tonight's concert.
Upon my arrival in the big
city, I quickly realized the outrageous prices for parking. I almost choked as I dished out fourteen dollars to a parking attendant. No matter. It was a small
price to pay for the mere chance
and privilege of seeing Gordon
Lightfoot
I entered Massey Hall, a familiar venue for Lightfoot Since
first playing there almost twenty
five years ago, Lightfoot has been
as predictable as Christmas for
playing the. hall twice. an~ually.
On this pamcular everung, tt was
the third of four complete sell out
engagements. A feat uncommon
even in today's music scene, yet
one which Lightfoot has been
doing for over two decades. .
For me this was my first bme
at Massey Hall. I must honestly
say that I was truly impressed by
the aging hall. In the age of
Skydomes and arenas, it was
refreshing to both see and hear
the performances from any
vantage point. I must admit that I
had "cheap" seats for the show, in
fact, if I was any higher up I

·

would have needed oxygen.
On the stage were only a few
amps, keyboards, and drums. No
Marshall stacks here. The crowd
ranged anywhere from sixteen to
death and filed in until the house
was packed. Then, at exactly
eight o'clock, Lighfoot leapt to
the stage with his band.
The band was the expected
and regular lineup. They consisted of Terry Clements on lead
acoustic and electric guitar, Barry
Keane on drums, Rick Haynes on
bass, Mike Heffennan on keyboards, and Gordon Lightfoot on
acoustic twelve and six string
with vocals.
The fust of what would be
two one-hour sets began. The first
set was very good. Highlights included: "For Lovin' Me" "I'm
Not Saying (That I Love You)"
"Rainy Day People". Particularly
good were the incredibly popular
"Sundown"and the immortal classic "Wreck of the Edmund
Fitzgerald". The fust hour consisted mainly of classics from
Gord's Gold Volume II and songs
from his most recent release East
of Midnight
At exactly nine o'clock the
first set concluded for a short
twenty minute intennission. The
second set was nothing short of
brilliant. Classics included "If
You Could Read My Mind",
"Don Quixote", "Baby Step

STUDENTS

Work as a
Part time Marketing
Field Representative.

GAt1£5 RooM

. o

April 4 • April 26
Mon - Sat 12 noon -8:00
April 27 • Aug 17

Mon • Thurs 12 noon • 7:00
Fri 12 noon- 4:00

-----·-··- ...

INFO CENTRE
April3- Aug 17

Mon- Fri

10 A.M- 4 P.M.

-see

1
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EARN Yb -~
Clr/HR. OR MORE
INTERESTED APPLICANTS
PLEASE SEND RESUMES oR
WORK HI STORY TO:

Hln HOFF
CAMPUSil~.aiCRUITMlNT
160 vANonHooF AVENUE
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Back", "Christian Island," and
one of my favorites "Early Morning Rain".
In addition, mother and son
were in attendance giving the
evening a special warmth as
Lightfoot dedicated a heartfelt
ballad called "The Pony Man" to
his son Eric.
However, the greatest
highlight of the second set was a
foot-tapping version of "Cold on
the Shoulder" and a romantic ballad, "Song For A Winter's Nig_ht"
which was particularly movmg
for all couples in attendance. Per·
haps the high point was the singing of the legendary Canadian
Railway Trilogy, which Lightfooc
humorously introduced, "How
bout that railway song, we still
have half of Via left so we'll do it
anyway".
The concert ended with "Old
Dan's Records" as the only encore. A bit of a disappointment as
Lightfoot neglected to play classics such as Carefree Highway
and Steel Rail Blues.
In addition, the only other
criticism was some idiot in the
gallery who kept yelling that the
crowd wasn't rowdy enough. He
referred to the Toronto audience
as being "pussies".
These minor criticisms should
by no way take away from the
overall performance. The band
was extremely tight and the guitar
playing of Terry Clements was
exceptionally warm and bluesy.
Lightfoot is somewhat f<rgot·
ten in these days of Motley Crue,
Janet Jackson and Kool Moe Dee.
It's too bad. Lightfoot is one of
the most successful artists this
country has ever produced. Yet.
what puts Lightfoot a level above
other Canadian perfonners is that
he is so much a slice of Canadiana. Songs like "Canadian Railway Trilogy" are not only great
works but they help describe this
wonderful country of ours.
He is one of the few surviving
legends we have. In addition to
holding the Order of Canada,
Lightfoot's home town of Orillia
have erected giant signs at either
end of the city depicting the
words, "HOME OF GORDON
LIGHTFOOT". It proves that
there is more to Canada than just
Grctzky and Brian Adams.
So why not do yourself a
favour. The next time you go to
buy a rap, heavy metal, or dance
album DON'T! Instead, I suggest
Gord's Gold Volume I and the
newly released Volume II. Take
the time to listen
to his
h d h"
h mUSJc.
d be
Hold your ea
•g an
proud that both you and Lightfoot
are Canadian.
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drops into the Princess
Bird

Wll

born in the African

CCUIIIy d Malawi where he lived

in a drum ftll by using the body
of his guitar as a percussion instnunent.

priviJeaecl and sheltered life. It
w.a't Ulllil be left the continent
Bird strikes people as a very
_. l'flllll1lod that his eyes were
strange
man. Gaunt, slow in
..-... 10 lbe injustices in his
1

speech, and somewhat abrasive, it
Silce lbea Bird haw made Af- is hard to imagine that the music
dca lbo CCIIIrll subject of his he creates is an extension of his
wllidl illbowcued on his being. The first song of the eveIWO ...,._ alllums, Tony Bird ning, a 15 minute epic titled "Last
. . MM tl 1tl1tldbl - selected of lhe Great While Hunaers", was
.., ,_... Mpaie 11 one of lhe described by Bird as a caterpillar
10....
Ill time- and a song with legs that keep rolling
along. But you never felt lost
- JIIQjlc:& 10 be releuecl soon along the way as this anti. . . . . . . . . . . band.
paeon carried you
l 1INIIId t. bini to envision apartheid
along
.
... ..... . . . would lllllllale
. . . . .1. .11; It the
But tbe songs were not just
c:ealred
on lhe negative aspects of
IIIPIIII
wilb
• ....
"'GGilie. He abe country; Bird also sang about
IIJRIIIW Ilia on rllytbm abe beauty of Africa. Some of the
. . . . . . . . . . . . footllld IDIIerial was quite humorous and
I I ' 11 IDaad willa his bculcy like •Out in lhe Bundu"
........,... Oc- in which he sings ·rm as happy
r rl llt • __.. ovea lbrow as a blue baboon, do you know
~tame'

~

-*

..._.of
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bow happy that is? Ooh! •.
The audience were, for the
most part, the middle-aged elite
of the Folk Society who had been
following Bird's career for some
time. Although the songs was
released quite some time ago, the
fans received the music like an
old friend and where eager to sing

along when Bird directed.

folk singer Tony Bird returned to the PrinCinema after a two year abscence for two shows.
Tony Burke, Photo
Sounding deceptively like
Bob Dylan, Bird sang both ballads and sing-along's equally
weD. I quickly overcame my initial aversion to his voice as I became more acquainted with it.
Bird continues to struggle
along in the coffee house circuit

while musicians like Paul Simon,
who sought out Bird's advice
while preparing Grace/and, gain
praise and commercial acceptance. It is not likely that Tony
Bird will ever equal their appeal
but his troubadour life will keep
his work it's best: simple and
honest.

Thankyou and goodbye
BY TONY BURKE

The year is (almost) over and it is time for me to
hand over the reins of the Scene to someone else
but not before I say my piece for aU those who have
helped the section over the year.
To the writers: Steve Burke, Jamie Neilson,
Feizal Valli, Roy Ellis, Donna Goudreau, Mark
Pivon, Guy Etherington, Marnie Eddington,
Roxanne Chartrand, Neville Blair, Jonathan Stover,
Liza Sardi, Carolyn Meredith, Pat Brethour, Jana
Watson, Mike Shirley, Tom Szeibel, Jeff Heywood,
Jackie Neilson, Sarah Welstead, and all those that
helped out from time to time.
To the photographers: Rob Saunders, Andrew
Duncan, Harvey Leung, Howard Bellinger, Pat
Mitchell, and half of the people mentioned above.
To all or the happy, helpful people in the land
or show biz: Mary Joy and the Grand River Folk
Society, Emmanuel Patterson and the folks at Bent,
Marie Gilkinson, Dan Dawson, Marlene Batchelor
and the Centre in the Square, Carol Macdonald and
Polygram Records, BMG Records, Capitol
Records, 20th Century Fox, Paramount, Warner
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-To the lovable Student Pubs people: Every
goodbye makes you lighter, but also a little unhappy as I say farewell to some people that I have
spent up to sixteen hours a day with over the past 6
months. After that kind of interaction these people
cease to be acquaintances or friends; no, they become brothers and sisters.
To all those at the Cord that have enriched my
life this year I cannot thank you enough; a brief
acknowledgement is all I can offer. In particular,
I'd like to say thank you to Jon, Brian, Frank,
Mark, Jana, and Neville; Liza, thanks for the challenge and the heart; Roxanne, thank you for the
smiles. Some of you are moving on but you' ve
changed me and those who have been affected by
what we do every week in this ivory tower of ours.
You will be missed.
To my successor, I wish the best and I hope you
bring to the section all that I could not (I'm leaving
lots of room for improvement!).
As for me, I'll be back but I'm changing offices.
I hope you 'II join me.
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Bros., and the list goes_on ...
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Miss America: a new country great
tribute album of sorts •• a
tribute to all of the inary Margaret O'Hara fluences she has collected.
is like a bag lady; she
goes about picking up bits
and pieces, some large
some small, from here and
there and, after a while,
the things she has collected become a part of
The song "Dear Darling"
her and vice versa. Her
could easily be have been sung by
1988 album Miss America Loretta Lynn or Patsy Cline. The
is eclectic to say the least lyrics about losing her man, the
and it can even be called a acoustic and pedal steel guitars

by Guy Etherington

M

~lASHBACK

give this song a defmite country
flavour.
O'Hara's voice sounds like a
combination of Lynn, Cline, and
Dolly Parton; even if you don't
like country music you have to
admit that these three ladies have
great voices. Well, so does Mary
Margaret; she vocally builds upon
what these three singers have
done to form something distinctive that is her own.

SHIFT
"Year in Song" and "My
Friends Have" are as close to
rock songs as O'Hara gets but
then we're not talking about
Alannah Myles. These two songs
are upbeat, not quite foot
stompers but definitely foot
movers, and have neat guitar mini
riffs. Mary Margaret's vocal
strength comes out here; I'm
reminded of early Linda Ronstadt
or a tamer Janis Joplin. O'Hara
has the power, gusto and edge to
her voice that made Joplin such a
great singer and yet O'Hara's
voice is still her own. Think of a
Joplin voice that is idiosyncratic
and pushes to the edge and
reigned back but very polished
and smooth at the same time.

esque, calipso sound which is still
distinctly Mary Margaret O'Hara.
SHIFT
The album ends with a lilting,
meandering time tune titled "You
Will Be Loved Again" which,
when I first heard it, made me sit
down in awe. This song, which
has only a stand-up string bass to
accompany O'Hara's vocals, is
simple upon frrst listening but her
voice and the bass play off each
other with spontaneous precision.
This deeply emotional, bittersweet and melancholic number
can be summed up by saying that
songs like this aren't written
anymore. Billie Holliday should

have sung this song; it's...
it's ...beyond description; you
must hear it to understand.
That can be said for the whole
album; you've got to hear it to
understand but I'll let Mary
Margaret O'Hara finish describing what I think, overall, Miss
America is all about:

The year in song
The year in music
A week in song
A day in song
Joy is the Aim
Nicely put Mary Margaret. in
several different ways.

Skip class with Skaboom
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23

RENTED MOVIES
OF THE WEEK March 25th to April 2

Where 81se would you
go for Italian?
McGinnis may not sound like good
Italian but it sure tastes like it when
you tie on the bib for our succulent
Lasagna or Fettuc1m Alfredo
Or how about our zesty Chicken
Parmigiana. Shnmp Alfredo or Stuffed
Shells Florentine.
Kick any of them off with a spirited
Caesar Salad and who cares about the
name. As long as it's MCGinnis. you
know it's gomg to be good Italian.
Mama Mia!
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somewhat a Ia Bad Manners, with a superlative version of Van Morrison's "Brown Eyed Girl". Especially pleasing was the execution of
the brass section on "Calypso Dance". and "No Free Lunch". Their
performances on Thursday were loyal to their recordings, and proved
themselves a tight outfit to all.
With the exception of Chris and David, who hail from London,
England, the rest of the band comes from Vancouver. They have been
together for nearly three years and have experienced overwhelming
popularity in Vancouver. Skaboom are now seeking to exploit their
talents "out-east" and are looking to tour extensively throughout the
rest of Canada.
I have to comment that Skaboom's reception in the Concourse
SHIFT
was almost certainly unparalleled in WLU history. People even
"Not Be Alright" is sort of a · missed classes to catch "just one tune" by the band and that basically
funky reggae song for lack of a
says it all. I would like to congratulate Maria Tamblyn and Marie
better description. Her vocals rise
Gilkinson for taking a risk that could have gone in any direction.
and fall with the quasi-swaying,
Also, a big thumbs up to all those students who took a moment out of
semi-chugging tempo of the song.
their busy curriculum to experience what real life is like. But then
Even O'Hara's pronounciation
again, Skaboom was a band to have just that effect on you.
and enunciation take on a reggae-

1. The Abyss
2. Dead Poets Society
3. Ninja Academy
4. Millenium
5. Casulaties of War
6. An Innocent Man
7. Field of Dreams
8. The Package
9. Phantom of the Opera
10. Breaking In

Patrie

G

~-ltJxt/

160 Umversity Ave • W
Just East of U of W '" Waterloo
886-6490

Last
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Otting .c ritic Mizz-tified
E

dlo fust balcony, jean. He is being tracked down by
I expcrieuced my a constable for violating his
Tbe leg room. I parole, for his involvement in

..,.. flisher then

four helping a woman and her young
. . . .oct the agony of daughter Cosette, and a student
..... lip. 8ul siuing on the revolt in Paris, caused by the
lillie Ibis inconvenience death of a popular General who
understands the poor.
••forme.
watcbing the perThe original novel was writit in aood idea to read ten by a celebrated French
-~~~~~~ ct the storyline. It novelist, Victor Hugo in 1862. It
,au in understanding became an overnight success
llljllk:l ct llqe sets and be- story earning half a million francs
Cif ill fist pace, you will not in its first six years of publicadille to read about what tion. Strongly evident is Victor's
. . . OD during the perbeliefs, which are basically, that
an artist should expose the unjust
ce
~( ·ldlfty, Les Miserables deals
and the struggle of retribution.
- *- IIOry lines revolving
Since all characters involved
101111 named Jean Valare important in there own right, I
fmd that there are two characters
which star throughout the musical
and deserve some mention.
Michael Burgess, in the lead
role of Jean Valjean, is absolutely
superb. His stage presence is
riveting and his voice dynamic.
He took his character and presented it to the audience in an
emotional performance that made
you understand his constant
anguish, his past.
His criminal past is ruled by a
constant threat to his freedom, the
constable Javert. Javert is played
by Thomas Goerz, a Kitchener
native and three time recipient of
the Canada Council award.
J avert's constant confrontations
with Jean Valjean are both understanding yet tense. His human
qualities are so evident at times

*
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~DEMPORIUM
: AND RENT CD's
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lBNGS ALL THE TIME
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enough were binoculars are unneeded, yet keeps you low
enough so there are no cause for
nose bleeds.
Canada, and particularly the
area surrounding Toronto, have
their senses buried by the media
and advertising campaigns concerning the musical, "the
Phantom of the Opera". Why?
There is more to life then the
Phantom and the musical "Les
Miserable" is just that, but if you
are at all interested...act fast. For
the night performance on May 26,
1990 will close the Canadian
engagement of this truly marvelous musical.

•
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....---- FULLY LICENSED
RESTAURANT I NIGHTCLUB
OPEN
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
SATURDAY FROM 5:00
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I

. -'S RECEWE 113 off
ME MEMBERSHIP

I;'~MPORIUM
.~GST. WEST

\

you don't think of him as the bad
guy by the musical's conclusion.
The Canadian production is
just as good, if not better then the
original London production. The
scenery and round circular stage
work well in the Alexandra's
presence. The seating in all areas
give an excellent view, due to the
fact a large percentage of all action occurs at centre stage.
Seating prices are more reasonable then the Phenomena
down the street and yet the scats
arc closer to the stage. Students,
by the way, have discounts to the
second balcony for a\lshows. The
double balcony gets you in close

.

1\AC>DERN

RC>CK

THURSDAYS
STARTING APRIL 12
WITH GUEST D.J.

DON BERNS
CALL FOR A DINNER RESERVATION
341, MARSLAND OR .• WATERLOO
886-7730
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Stone Roses the new Smiths?
The Lion and the Cobra intro-

duced us to the young Irish singer
and it will be I Do Not Want
What I Haven't Got that will
"break" her into the full commercial arena.

-Tony Burke

The Stone Roses

The Stone Roses
BMGRecords
It was with great anticipation
that I reviewed the 'new' release
of The Stone Roses album called
'The Stone Roses'. I've been
waiting for their record since last
year when my friend Richard
wrote of them from Britain.
A reviewer from Spin Magazine said the Roses were "perhaps
the most beautiful music from
any new band". Rolling Stone
referred to them as the new
Smiths and I whole heartedly
agree. Their sound reminds me of
my early Bolton days, with Dale
Shaw and Jordie Trudel dancing
till dawn at a barn we affectionately called the 'Rats Nest'.
This band has captured the angst
and bitterness of youth. And even
today nothing feels as good as
listening to someone else sing of
their troubles when you are
depressed.
It's a classic case of playing
within the rules; where most can
groove to the dancey rhythm
without getting caught up with
heavy lyrics. Which means that
this band will survive because the
masses will request them at dance
clubs but only a few will appreciate them for more.

One of the coolest songs was
"Elizabeth My dear". though a
mere 59 seconds long it sums up
the entire album. Each song has a
characteristic 'Stone' somewhere
in it and some equally morbid
lyrics as the Smiths. The band
proves on this album that they are
not merely satisfied with playing
garages or parties, they play each
song with enthusiasm and passion
and devotion. And I know that
they will go far, if they don't
break up (which is what usually
ends up happening with good
new bands).
I've also heard that they are
absolutely amazing in concert. So
look forward to seeing them
when they play Canada, which at
the rate the popularity is growing,
will be very soon.

- Liza Sardi

ot
Haven't Got

Like the Smiths, The Stone Sinead O'Connor
Roses have captured the sound Ensign Records
that makes them marketable. It's
evident from the C.D. that John
When Sinead O'Connor reSquire w11I be the new Morrissey. corded The Lion and the Cobra
He co-wrote all of the songs with for Ensign Records in 1988, her
vocalist Ian Brown and three of subsequent success was only a
his pamtings grace the sleeve. He dream. The record company did
play~ some excellent guitar. From
not know what to do with her
the album Jacket they look hardly strange and eclectic music. When
old enough to have completed asked to get "dolled up" for the
their A levels at British high cover, O'Connor responded by
school but young enough to take shaving off her hair.
the place in the forefront of
That kind of brashness in the
altemauve music m the 1990's.
face of the movers and the

shakers of the industry has
brought O'Connor to her second
and most important album.
More of a solo record than
The Lion and the Cobra,

O'Connor produced and at least
co-wrote all but one of the songs
on I Do Not Want What I Haven't
Got; she plays acoustic guitar on
most tracks and the title song is a
capella.
The first single, a cover of
Prince's "Nothing Compares 2
U", is indicative of O'Connor's
appeal. Over the space of one line
her voice ranges from tenderness
to pain to anger. O'Connor's
strong voice takes centre stage
over the music, including string
sections on many songs, but on
the harder edged tracks the vocal
comes through too strong making
the finished product sound too
polished and sterile.
Where O'Connor's first
record explored different styles of
music from rock to dance, the
new album continues the experimentation by bordering on folk in
"You Cause As Much Sorrow"
and "The Last Day of Our Acquaintance".
Each song comes as a complete surprise but there IS one
track that will probably never
make it to commercial radio.
"Black Boys on Mopeds" deals
with the killing of a scooterist by
police in England. Involved as
she is in the skinhead movement,
O'Connor expresses her honest
feelings towards this crime:
England's not the mythical land
ofmadame george+ roses
it's the home of Police who kill
black boys on mopeds
and I love my boy and that's why
I'm leaving
I don't want him to be aware that
there's
any such thing as grieving

Manner & Physique
Adam Ant
MCARecords
After a five year hiatus Adam
Ant 1s back into the music scene
with his latest release, Manner &
Physique. The album is his fourth
solo effort, and undeniably his
worst.
Best known as leader of the
glitter-pop sensation of the early
eighties Adam and the Ants, the
former teen idol has been on his
own since the Ants broke up in
1982. He rapidly churned out
three disappointing albums and
then took the last five years off to
work in the acting field. But now
he's back again to capitalize upon
the resurgence of disco. (Sorry,
it's called house music now, isn't
it?)
Gone now are the hypnotic
African drum beats which characterized the Ants' sound, replaced
mstead with a lot of cymbals and
techno-beat. The throbbing hum
of Adam's long time partner
Marco Pirroni's guitar, Adam's
own charming (if slightly whiny)
voice, the sexy photo of Adam in
a leather jacket reclining with
dogs on the cover, and the usual
silly lyrics are the only things that
hint to the listener that it really is
Adam Ant on the stereo, and not
John James or Rick Astley.
Change has always been one
of Adam's strengths. Each album
has always been different, even
from the very beginning of Adam
and the Ants. Dirk Wears White
Sox, the band's debut record w~

strongly based in the punk era.
Succeeding this were King's of
the Wild Frontier, and Prince
Charming which followed
Adam's progression through In
dian Warrior and Pirate Swasbbuckler phases. But one could al
ways be sure that although tbe
style would be different, ll would
always maintain a high len~!
quality. After the break-up of
Ants, this ceased to be true.
His first solo rei~. Fm
or Foe (remember "Goody T
Shoes"?) was promising, al
though hardly up to snuff v.nh
Adam and the Ants' stuff. One
would think that after th
miserable failures of his last tw
effortS, Strip and Vive le Rock.
that Adam would have ghen up
on music and concentrate on ac
ting, a field which he has proven
himself in. I saw him on the
Equalizer and was very 1m
pressed, and his live stage per
formances in England won h
good reviews.
Granted, there have alway
been good tracks even on his bad
records. "Strip", "Puss'n Boots
"Vive le Rock", and "Apollo 9
were all pretty good songs from
questionable albums, but Manntr
& Physique has nothing outstand
ing on it.
After listening to the enure
record four times, I could sull
find no truly notable songs. Bemg
a long time Adam fan, I'm begm
ning to find it a bit tedious bnng·
ing home every new release only
to be more and more disappomtcd
each time.
Hopefully the record wtll
bomb and Adam Ant wtll tak
that as his cue to leave the mus
world and take h1s act on to sta
and screen. At least there h
would be seen a a fresh ne
talent instead of a has-been trym
to recapture success of the pa t.
Frederick El"ood
Thingamabob

· Gret~
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Blue Sky Mirung
Midnight Oil
CBS Records
Raucous. Poltticall} mfonncd
Melodic.
The new M1dntght Otl album
kicks fucking butt. It deserves to
sell about 20 million coptes
• Jonathan Sto,er
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honours best Laurier athletes
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&01 VanMoerterke
1111W 1W1J lbe lOp award. Vanlllltla'e wu named to the
IAA 111-1111' ream this year.
-IIIIo doubt for hockey
.... Rob Dopson would
If .. IIODoln for the team .
...... wa peeced by a rousing
.fl eileen f<x' his selection.
U delerving Andrew Reed
1¥ed the men's volleyball
.MVP wllilc Paula Baker. throu2h
lair Ol&atanding year, was
IWII'Ciod 10p female volleyball
..... Men's soccer saw Peter
CJtiifiUa tate the MVP and
'niiJa Rasynyt f<x' the women's

.......

AJIIowing the indivdual

team

8WIIdl. the Academic Athletic
Adleivment honours were given
- . Tile first of these accolades
ID .. pniiCilled was the Student-

Adalefe award. Swimmer and

llirdl

year student Mike Ver-

IMJeve took the men's achei ve.at and graduating women's
butetballer Collen Ryan was
boaoured as the top female
llldent-athlete. The Tuffy Knight
AWIId for untiring efforts not reIMed to the Athletic Dept went to
' loa Wagner. The Unsung Hero
AWIId went to Athletic Complex
c;rewy Mitzi Michael. The
Glenn Carrol Award for coaching
xcellence was given to long time
urier soccer coach Barry Lyon.
Ia the presentation , Lyon
received a standing ovation from
• appreciative audience. Lyon
wW be stepping down this year to
w Midnight
ing butL It
20 miUion

than Stov•

- . . . . . : Scott Lee takes the 'Persons ContributAward from Pauline Dclion, director of
Sberi Rowe (not pictured) received the
in this category. Rowe was this year's
Atbletic Association President.

,...,

President's Award winners:

Greg Puhalski and Sue Little were awarded the most
prestigious of all athletic achievements, the Presidents Award, at last weeks Athletic Banquet at
the Waterloo Inn. The annual event saw Laurier's top varsity athletes honoured for their
endeavours this year.
James Hertel
Tony Lea. Sheri Rowe received
the women's award for the person
who contributed most to athletics.
Rowe has held the position of
Women's Athletic Association
president for the past two years
and has worked as a student
trainer as welL Scott Lee, a fourth
year volleyballer and president of
the Lettennan's Club received the
men's awards.
The final awards for the evening were the prestgious President's Awards. Hockey player
Greg Puhalski was presented with
the men's honours and basketball
standout Sue Little received the
recognition for women's
athletics.
Perhaps the most interesting
moment of the evening came
when WLU President Dr. John
Weir asked everyone to join him
in a chorus of the popular
'LAURIER' chant. It was his way
of honouring all of the Laurier
Athletes as he himself attends
many of the sporting event here
on campus. What a great athletic
supporter he is.
When all of the accolades
were given out and the kudos
ended, many of the athletes
retired to Wilf's to quaff a
celebration beverage and to chat
with coaches for the last time this
year. Congratulations on an exciting year.

~

•

..
Athletic Director Rich Newbrough:

has several
portant words to offer at the Athletic Banquet. Newbrough
gratulated all of the WLU athletes who participated in .,.,...,,h~
sports this year in his brief message.
James Hertel photo
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Yearhefld review by a wacky Sporto
Brian Owen
CORD Sports

Halifax, N.S. to play for bragging
rights of the country and I was
very fortunate to accompany
them. The players and staff made
it a memorable event. I would
like to extend my sincere
gratitude to all of the people involved who helped me get there.
Particularly Dean Nichols,
Pauline Delion, Rich Newbrough
and Chris Starkey who made it
possible. (I hope that didn't sound
like an Academy Award acceptance speech). The second opportuntity was the Hawkey

playoffs for the first time in
memory and were beaten by
Waterloo for the first time in
As it is the last paper of the
eighteen years. The soccer team
year, I am obliged to put forth an
was blasted in the finals in British
end of the year report on how
Columbia by a powerful St.
things went in the sports departMary's squad due to some key
players on the DL. Three out of
ment Therefore it is my privilege
as this year's Sports Editor to run
the four big court teams didn't
through the last seven months
make the playoffs. Men's basketreminiscing, ranting and raving
ball, who finished with a 2-12
about sports at Laurier and to
record, the women's basketball
and volleyball programs could
thank all of my writers who put in
only hope for next year after disthe time and effort to cover the
games.
appointing seasons. Men's volleyball was shelled by Waterloo
in their first round for a quick
exit Squash, badminton, golf and
curling had decent years. Anne
Ottenbrite placed fourth in the
CIAU fmals for the bright spot of
the swimming program. Mike
Verhoeve took top male studentathlete.
Next year's sports scene will
It has been an exceptional Hawks berth in the CIAU fmal in
year for me to witness, cover and Toronto two weeks ago. This was look a lot like this year's. Footbe a fan in two national bids by a return adventure for me as I ball will struggle with a 2-5
Laurier in both Women's and covered the team last year on its record due a high graduation of
Men's sports. No other Cord way to the final. I was able to the '0' line and Tom Amott
Sports Editor has ever had the report on it due to my regular won't be around next year. Hockserendipitous opportunity to do reporter Leslie Lemars unable to ey will have a slight rebuilding
season with the loss of some very
so. For the first time in WLU his- cover the event.
important members of the team.
There
were
some
dissapointtory a women's team was in anaMost likely they will battle
ments
this
year
in
sports.
The
tional title event. The Lady Soccer Hawks made it all the way to football team dido 't make the Waterloo and Western for first
place. Women's hoops have their
core decimated through graduation with the front line leaving.
Men's basketball should rebound
after a dismal year. Both soccer
teams face the loss of some key
players and will have a few
gaping holes to fill. Some super
sophomores will supress sudden
subsequent post-season seclusion.
Both volleyball programs must
have more players contributing
on the court to be successful.
Without further adieu,
honours goes out to all of my
Where Do You Find
dedicated and determined writers
Everything You Need For Equipment
who put in many purposeful
To Go Tree Planting, At A Reasonable Cost ? hours getting the stories and
reports in on time, (mostly, there
';,.
• Planting Bags
were a few times I could have
4

ANTE~S

,...;~\.

...

I

throttled the living daylights out
of someone on Mondays when
the stories didn't come in) you
were all a terrific bunch who
made the job enjoyable. Chris
Starkey, who handled all of the
poop that coach Rich Newbrough
could dish out, covered football
for me when I couldn't get a
writer and saved my butt--thanks. Chris Dodd, Bruno
Rukavina, Jeff Dragich, Heather
Purdy and Rob Brown came
through with excellent regular
writing---great work. Stephan
Latour made everyday, and every

ArJ

story, a new adventure aldie fl.
fice. I will never forget Ilia
articles---whew!!. I would slill
like to know where Blair HaiM
got lost---black hole?. Leslie
Lamers took over my beal fRa
last year and did a commendlllle
job--thanks. Thanks are also el·
tended to all of the contribuUn .,
the sports section.
One point I would lite .,
mention is that I still haven't
found a successor 10 my job, 10
any who would like it APPLY far
crying out loud!!!

by Archie Skidmark
CORD WEEKLY
1. What NFL team features three hypocycloids on their helmet W,?
2. What are the horizontal rows on a chess board called ?
3. What was the only U.S. based World Hockey Association ttam
cepted into the Nlll.. in the 1979 expansion?
4. What franchise do Seymour and Northrup Knox own 7
5. What three New York Rangers made up the 'GAG' lino,
stood f<X" goal-a-game 7
6. What were the names of the three baseball playing Dimagios 7
7. What team won the last Stanley Cup in the six-ICalll Jcque

19677
8. What Oakland A's pitcher struck out 301 baUt.n on his way
recording 24 victories in 1971 7
9. How many gold medals did Russian gymnast Olp Korbut
in the 1976 Olympics 7
10. What two MLB third baseman won the MVP awards in lbe
season?
STUMPER: What did St. Louis Blues netninder GleM HaU do
every game 7

• Hard Hats

•!~· Planting Spades
,.--

• First Aid Kits
• Sleeping Bags
• Cooler Tarps
• Flagging Tape
• Raingear
• Tents & Shelters
• Packs
• Gloves
~

.,

FUTON DELIGHT
ASCANIA JEWELLERY
113 KING ST. NORTH WATERLOO - 885-2371
STUDENT 3-FOLD
(PINE FRAME)

Single frame with trad ...........$219
Double lrame w'ilh trad..........$255

\\~ ':\\\\CIL\. __\'l.l~

' .. "'n~~\~

• Etc ..... Etc.

VISIT OUR
SHOWROOM

....,~ Canadian- Forestry
Equipment Ltd.
•~
1935 Drew Road, Unit 5, Mississauga Ontario L5S 1M7
~
(416)678-1586
1£4. I
1. ..

~Call Toll Free 1-800-387-4940!§,.
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11 ·~ow a Yeomen's work
. . 6e Oleaa Canoll Hawk
. . . . . . WLU coach.
IIIII die diltinction of
......, abe rmest of• . . . _ in WLU foocball
..,. Hil pro&eg~s include

r·t:,••

OUAA lid aAU aU-stars such

., 1'1111 ,..,, Bill Bryer, Brian
,.. ;.... - Mike Choma. This
,_.• ....., founome of Bryez,
0.... Brectlea and Jon Aikens
CCIIIiclcRd among the coun111'1 Ileal. due lm'gely to the vora-

'*- JeaUidng efforts of Amott.

. ladeed, abe greatest hole in
. . .Liurier football program

'iliiild by Amott's departure will
.. II lllo JeaUiting department
AI Newbrough was often tied

. . . to ldministrative duties,
._wain charge of recruiting

.a .. aao of abe best.

'TaD ._ IIIISia'ed the art of

lllllcal recruiting•, said New...... "Fortwwely for us, he

. . illlplemented a sysrem that

Jr.'£. I

•e

will make for a smooth transition". Fifth-year centre Breckles
will cover Arnott's position in
recruiting until a replacement is
found.
Despite the fact that Arnott
will be leaving his A.C. offices
this Friday, Newbrough expects
that it will be June 1st before a replacement will be named. The
Athletic Director is hoping to
land someone to step into
Amott's role directly -- someone
with offensive line experience
who can take over the offensive
co-ordinator role, but also said
that he will be looking for the
best available person. Newbrough
did not rule out shifting back to
the offensive co-ordinator role he
held before Arnott came on the
scene.
Amott joins men's soccer
coach Barry Lyon as those 1989
coaches who will not be with
their teams come the fall of 1990

Arnott receives
Carroll Award
top varsity coach
year's Athletic B
uet. Amott's determinawill be missed
eason as he takes
coaching position
ork University. Fil
photo.
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e NOTICE OF TENDER e
WILFRID LAURIER
UNIVERSITY STUDENT.
PUBLICATIONS
is accepting tenders for the
academic year 1990-1991
-National Advertiser for
Yearbook
-Yearbook Grad Photographer
-Yearbook Publication

They will be received until
Friday, May 11, 1990.
by WLUSP, 75 University
Ave. W., Waterloo, Ontario,
N2L3C5.
Inquiries may be directed to
Jana Watson, PresidentElect, Student Publications
(519) 884-2990.

-

The lowest and/or any
tender not necessarily accepted.
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